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The thesis addresses the crucial issue of effective access to information resources on the
Web with specific focus on aiding exploratory user experience in the Semantic Web
environment. We identify end-user related issues that arise in present day information
retrieval systems (e.g., difficult query construction/modification, information overload,
limited exploration options/guidance) and analyze their impact in the Semantic Web
environment.
A review of the current state of the art in the multidisciplinary exploratory search
field is given with special focus on faceted browsing approaches, personalization,
navigation and visualization approaches, and web information retrieval support systems.
We present an extension and novel combination of existing approaches in these fields with
the global aim of improving end-user experience in the Semantic Web environment.
The proposed approach extends faceted browsing with dynamic facet generation
from ontological metadata with personalization and adaptive view generation based on
estimated user preferences acquired from implicit user feedback. The issues originally
identified are addressed by visual query construction via the faceted browser, personalized
recommendation (of facets, views and content) and multi-paradigm exploration allowing
the user to dynamically switch between searching via keywords/views/content and
browsing the result views or individual results.
We discuss the extension of the existing web browser concept based on the
proposed principles into a next generation web browser, with integrated support for both
legacy and semantic web content. Facets and personalization are described as integral parts
of the web browser rather than being a part of server-side applications as is the case today,
effectively addressing issues of privacy, trust and widespread availability.
The thesis presents the evaluation of the proposed approaches in several application
domains (job offers, digital images and scientific publications) with promising results. The
partial approaches are evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively both separately and as a
whole while comparing their individual usefulness and user acceptance.
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Dizertácia sa zaoberá kľúčovou otázkou efektívneho prístupu k informačným zdrojom na
webe so špecifickým zameraním na podporu prieskumného vyhľadávania na webe so
sémantikou. Identifikujeme problémy s ktorými sa stretávajú koncoví používatelia
súčasných webových vyhľadávacích systémov (napr. zložitá tvorba a zmena dopytov so
sémantikou, preťaženie informáciami, obmedzené možnosti prieskumného prehliadania)
a analyzujeme ich dopad v prostredí webu so sémantikou.
V práci rozoberáme aktuálny stav v multidisciplinárnej oblasti prieskumného
vyhľadávania so zameraním sa na prístupy pre fazetové prehliadanie, personalizáciu,
navigáciu a vizualizáciu informácií, a na podporné prístupy pre vyhľadávanie informácií.
Prezentujeme rozšírenie a originálnu kombináciu existujúcich prístupov v oblasti s cieľom
zlepšiť prácu koncových používateľov v priestore webu so sémantikou.
Navrhnutý prístup rozširuje fazetové prehliadanie o generovanie faziet na základe
ontologických metadát, personalizáciu a adaptívne generovanie pohľadov na základe
odhadovaných charakteristík používateľa odvodených z implicitnej spätnej väzby. Pôvodne
identifikované problémy riešime pomocou vizuálnej tvorby dopytov vo fazetovom
prehliadači, personalizovaného odporúčania (faziet, pohľadov, obsahu) a viac-prístupového
prieskumného prehliadania, ktoré používateľovi umožňuje dynamicky prechádzať medzi
vyhľadávaním pomocou kľúčových slov, pohľadov, obsahu ako aj prehliadaním výsledkov.
Diskutujeme tiež možné rozšírenia existujúcich webových prehliadačov s využitím
navrhnutých princípov do podoby prehliadača webu novej generácie s integrovanou
podporou prehliadania tak klasického obsahu webu ako aj obsahu webu so sémantikou.
V tomto prípade by fazety a personalizácia predstavovali základné vlastnosti prehliadača,
namiesto ich súčasnej pozície ako funkcie webových aplikácií na strane servera, čo by
umožnilo efektívne riešiť problém súkromia, dôvery a širokej dostupnosti.
Navrhnuté prístupy sme overovali vo viacerých aplikačných doménach (fotky,
pracovné ponuky, publikácie) s perspektívnymi výsledkami v rámci viacerých výskumných
projektov realizovaných na FIIT STU. Čiastkové prístupy sme vyhodnotili tak
kvantitatívne ako aj kvalitatívne z pohľadu ich použiteľnosti pre koncových používateľov.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Information as the source of civilization advancement

The relationship between economic growth and various kinds of advancements has
occupied the minds of historians for a long time. Many popular histories ascribe the
(economic) growth that the human society has experienced to various technological
advancements such as the development of the printing press, industrial revolution, the
steam engine or even more cultural advancements such as renaissance or reformation. Still,
some authors explore the relationship between information access and processing capabilities
and the very same civilization advancement, and rightfully ask the question of causality.
What were the “true” causes of advancement? Was the Industrial revolution truly the cause
or rather merely the consequence of deeper changes occurring within the human society at
the time?
In his article, Michael Bergman (Information is the Basis for Economic Growth,
2007) explores the relationship between key technological advancements and the
economic wealth based on current global average per capita income (GDP) estimates from
AD 1 onwards. To summarize, the economic growth was relatively flat (even declining)
before 1000 AD when it changed into a continuous slightly upward trend albeit with
several minor transient inflection points. This change somewhat corresponds with the
introduction of raw linen paper around 1000 AD, which made using skins for writing and
information transfer obsolete.
However, the first major inflection point in GDP estimates, and thus the first
major change happened in the early 1800s, roughly corresponding to the Industrial
revolution, ignoring previous advancements such as the printing press, renaissance or
reformation. The historically flat income averages suddenly rose sharply indicating that
something huge did in fact happen in the early 1800s. While historically this advancement
was accredited to machines and industrialization, these may have been the result and not
the cause of the change. By the early 1800s, advances in printing presses and paper
production lead to mass media, which could bring cheap information to the masses as
opposed to the original printing press, which while providing significant advantages could
only by used by a select few of the wealthy who could afford books.
Additional increases in growth occurred in the early 20th century and in the post
World War II era, which might be ascribed to electrification, and early electromechanical
and electronic computers resulting from the war effort respectively further improving
information processing and availability.
The conclusion Michael Bergman draws is that information has been the source of
economic growth as “information technology” advances allowed ever more people to
effectively learn, share and innovate: “…all prior discovered information across the entire
species can now be accumulated and passed on to subsequent generations. Our storehouse
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of available information is thus accreting in an exponential way, and available to all. These
factors make the fitness of our species a truly quantum shift from all prior biological beings,
including early humans.”
At the end of his article, Michael Bergman describes the Internet as “the latest
example of such innovations in the infrastructural groundings of information”, which has
the tremendous potential to allow every individual to access, contribute to and take advantage
of information.

1.2

The Web as the foundation of the Information age

While Michael Bergman describes the Internet as the latest innovation in the
infrastructural groundings of information, we believe that it is in fact the Web that
allowed unprecedented access to information on a global scale. Since its inception in 1989
at CERN, Switzerland, the Web has grown to become a global ubiquitous socioeconomic
space that is used by both private users and businesses alike.
The present information technology domain encompasses the access to, processing,
organization and visualization of information together with the corresponding software
and hardware infrastructure. Information technology has already become a vital and
indispensable part of daily life in (developed) countries, shifting focus from the
manufacturing of physical goods towards the creation, organization and sharing of
information, thus giving rise to the Information age.
In this respect, the Internet and the Web play a principal role in information access
and processing by providing a communication environment where information can be
published, shared and accessed by everyone – anytime and anyplace. Already in 2001
about 10% of the world’s population or 550 million users had access to the Web. In 2005,
the worldwide number of Internet users surpassed 1 billion with above 65% penetration in
developed countries and 10-20% penetration in developing countries1. As of May 2010,
the estimate was about 1.8 billion Internet users with a global penetration of 26.6% of the
world population (Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2010). The online population effectively
tripled in less than 10 years time, while already every fourth person on the planet has access
to the Web as a global shared information medium unprecedentedly surpassing any and all
of the previous information media.
The enormous growth, dynamics and diversity of the Web resulted in several issues
such as ineffective information retrieval, orientation problems and information overload,
which pose new research challenges. In practice, these turn into the need for novel search
and navigation approaches and better information retrieval support approaches.
Furthermore, the evolution of the Web in terms of novel usage means and user
expectations such as exploratory search (Marchionini, 2006), social networks, interactive

1
Computer Industry Almanac Inc. Press release: Worldwide Internet Users Top 1 Billion in 2005,
http://www.c-i-a.com/pr0106.htm
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applications or user created content together with the impact of the Web on the human
society resulted in the emergence of Web Science as a new research field (Hendler,
Shadbolt, Hall, Berners-Lee, & Weitzner, 2008).
Similarly, current web initiatives attempt to address the aforementioned issues in
their respective fields (e.g., information retrieval, information visualization, humancomputer interaction), requiring novel and ever improving methods for quick and easy
information retrieval, presentation and understanding:

− Semantic Web aims for a machine readable representation of the Web with
support for semantics and reasoning (Shadbolt, Berners-Lee, & Hall, 2006),

− Adaptive Web stresses the needs of individual users via personalization and user
adaptation (Brusilovsky, Adaptive Hypermedia, 2001),

− Web 2.0 or Social Web focuses on interaction, social aspects, collaboration of
individual users and the sharing of content (O'Reilly, 2005).
Although each of these initiatives addresses different problems and aspects of the Web’s
development, if successfully combined together they are likely to produce synergetic effects,
which are already starting to surface. Ultimately, their combination would transform the
current Web as we see it today into an entirely new and mature Web of tomorrow.
Based on our research and these foundations, we believe that efficient information
access, processing and usage are key prerequisites for sustained economic growth and
advancement of the human society and civilization, thus requiring conscious persistent
research and development effort.

1.3

Semantics in the present Web

A key aspect of the present Web is the increasing amount of semantics put into resources,
be it multimedia (photographs, audio or video files), data repositories or simple web pages.
Oftentimes, the goal is simply to provide more information, however the aim to simplify
usage, discovery or sharing of information is becoming ever more important with
increasing competition between service providers.
It is important to note that, so far there is no common concept of what exactly
semantics on the Web are. For example, simple tagging of web sites on a social
bookmarking site can be considered a form of user supplied semantics sensible either for
the specific user or possibly useful for a broader range of users. The emergence of
folksonomies based on user tags and their successive use for annotation of web resources is a
somewhat stronger form of shared semantics between multiple users. Similarly, using
microformats2 or other agreed upon notations (e.g., hCard, hCalendar) to tag information
on the Web can provide additional semantic metadata about resources. All these userdriven approaches correspond to so called lightweight semantics and usually represent small
2

Microformats: http://microformats.org/
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compact pieces of information distributed on the Web (e.g., contact information, calendar
information). They are, for the most part, not strictly regulated nor formally represented
in a predefined (managed) framework.
Another direction of research focuses on the description of strong semantics via
ontologies 3 in the Semantic Web environment. W3C 4 formally defines standards for
ontology representation such as RDF, RDFS and OWL, and related query languages such
as SPARQL. Although the initial promise of wide-spread semantically described
information on the Web has yet to be realized (Shadbolt, Berners-Lee, & Hall, 2006),
there are already many significant sources of semantically enriched information on the
Web in the form of Linked Data5.
While the availability of semantically enriched metadata on the Web is still far from
satisfactory, the currently available amount of semantics on the Web has, in our view,
already reached the critical mass necessary to provide added value to end-users.
The semantics on the Web form an additional layer of metadata describing the
resources already present on the Web. Semantic Web ontologies go one step further and
allow us to describe web resources (e.g., a web page or photo), abstract concepts (e.g., love)
or real-world objects (e.g., people, buildings) which need not have a corresponding
representation on the Web (see Figure 1). Thus the Semantic Web is a web of abstract
resources and their semantically described relations and attributes, with optional references
to existing resources on the legacy Web.
The semantics of links between legacy Web resources could be best described as
relatedTo, although in many cases even this could be disputed (e.g., a link to Google). On
the contrary, semantic metadata can provide detailed information on resource relations, e.g.
hasSupervisor between a student and a teacher. These semantics can in turn be used by
search and navigation approaches to offer better services to end-users.
Thus, the challenge is to take advantage of semantic metadata available in the
Semantic Web in order to devise novel metadata-based approaches for search, navigation and
exploration that would address the original problems of the Web (e.g., information
overload, the navigation problem). We focus on the use of strong semantics via ontologies
since we believe they can provide more added value to end-users as opposed to lightweight
semantics approaches. We also outline the possibilities of including lightweight semantics
in our approach (see chapter 9), where we propose means for automatic acquisition of
semantic metadata from legacy content for the population of ontologies with strong
semantics.

3

Ontology is formally defined as an explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization (Studer,
Benjamins, & Fensel, 1998), or informally as a set of concepts and their relations.
4
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is the main organization shaping the development of the Web.
5
The Linked Data initiative aims to semantically link distributed related information on the Web using
URIs and RDF, http://linkeddata.org/
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Figure 1.The Semantic Web metadata layer (top) overlays the resources already present in the legacy
Web (bottom) and provides additional semantics to their relations.

1.4

Goals and outline

Our high-level goal is to improve and maintain the usefulness of the evolving Web as a global
information space, and thus to provide end-users with effective access to information on the
Web including both Semantic Web and Legacy Web resources. Our underlying research
goal is to devise an end-user grade exploratory search approach for seamless exploration of
both semantic and legacy web content with specific focus on user guidance, orientation
support, intuitive visualization and personalization for individual users.
The major issues that presently affect end-user exploratory search experience on the
Web are analyzed in chapter 2 and include complex query construction, query ambiguity,
information overload and the underlying problems with orientation and understanding of
complex information spaces. These issues also transfer into the Semantic Web
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environment where new issues arise, such as the lack of default visualization of semantic
resources and the intricacy of semantic queries.
In chapter 3, we explore the current (Semantic) Web exploration options which are
mostly limited to query builders and table-based browsers of metadata. These however are
often not user friendly and offer only limited exploration capabilities to end-users. More
advanced approaches include the use of faceted browsers for specific information domains,
such as mSpace for music collections, but offer support for neither personalization nor user
interface generation. Specifically, effective end-user grade construction of semantic queries and
exploration and visualization of search results is presently a major problem.
We take advantage of the aforementioned web initiatives, combine their respective
approaches into a highly interdisciplinary solution and in chapter 4 present our framework
for exploratory search based on:

− Faceted browsing model extensions – effective and expressive query construction via
new facets and facet types, usability and presentation improvement via suitable
visualization and adaptation.

− (Dynamic) facet generation from metadata accommodating for various data types
with optional domain specific enhancements.

− Integration of several search paradigms including keyword-based search, view-based
search, content-based search and social search.

− Integration with visual presentation and navigation approaches, based on graphs
constructed from concept relationships or hierarchical clusters.
Since our ultimate goal is to seamlessly merge both legacy Web and Semantic Web exploration,
in our current work we focus on Semantic Web exploration based on strong semantics (i.e.,
RDF(S)/OWL ontologies) with the assumption that ontologies have enough expressivity
to capture all required semantics (description logics used by ontologies have high
expressive power), and that other semantics can eventually be transformed into ontologies.
We provide details of the individual aspects of our approach in chapters 5, 6 and 7,
where we describe means for personalized recommendation of facets, restrictions and
search results, adaptive view generation with focus on facets and results overviews, and
multi-paradigm exploration integrating different approaches to search, navigation and
visualization respectively.
Since exact analytical evaluation of (personalized) exploratory search approaches is
not possible, also due to the general immaturity of evaluation methodologies (Kules, Capra,
Banta, & Sierra, 2009), we validate our approach via a software prototype of our
exploratory search approach and evaluate its operation via user studies and proof of
concept validation in these application domains:

− digital images,
− job offers,
− scientific publications.
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During evaluation, we focused both on quantitative and qualitative aspects of the
proposed approach both with respect to individual proposed methods and to the overall
evaluation of the whole solution and its usefulness. Our evaluation results are presented
along with the corresponding methods in chapters 5, 6 and 7 respectively.
We discuss the exploratory search improvements provided by our approach in
chapter 8 where we also summarize our contributions to end-user grade exploration of the
Adaptive Social Semantic Web. Furthermore, we have already identified several extensions
of our approach which due to the scope of this thesis were left for future work. We outline
these extensions with focus on legacy and Semantic Web exploration integration and
interactive content exploration in chapter 9.
A major part of the presented results was achieved within several projects conducted
both individually by the author and in research teams at the Institute of Informatics and
Software Engineering (see Appendix A for a complete list of projects). These projects also
strongly influenced the two realized software prototypes which were a major part of
projects NAZOU and MAPEKUS (first prototype), and PeWePro (second prototype)
respectively, as they had to fit in line with the overall software evaluation framework in
these projects (see Appendix B for a description of the evaluation environment). The
projects also determined the selected evaluation domains, as NAZOU was conducted in
the job offers domain and MAPEKUS was conducted in the scientific publications domain
(see Appendix C for a description of the used domain and user ontologies).

2 Challenges in (Semantic) Web Exploration
The Web serves both as a global ubiquitous repository of information and a shared social
environment for communication and interaction between businesses and private
individuals alike. The evolution of the Web into a global socioeconomic space resulted in
several major issues that must be continuously addressed to maintain its usefulness for
society:

− Information availability – the issue of making information technically available
somewhere in the surface/deep web also available to end-users. I.e. how to find
and index all available data, how to make it searchable, how to provide users with
access to it. E.g., the required information might be available in some deep web
database, but there is no practical way how an interested user would access it let
alone know it was there.

− Information overload – the issue of having too much information available and
making sense of it, understanding it and selecting the relevant portion of it. E.g.,
too many results in a search engine, too many products to choose from in a web
shop, too many articles to read on a news page.

− The navigation problem – the “lost in hyperspace problem” where users lose track
of what sites they were browsing, how they got there and how they should return
back due to the complexity of the web information space. E.g., a user browsing a
large corporate web site looking for some form suddenly finds himself lost as he
was unable to find the page with the form for download and has no clue what to
do next.

− User diversity – includes different preferences, expectation and requirements on
tools, cultural differences, age differences and various means used to access
information. E.g., older users might prefer larger fonts, young users might prefer
more sophisticated tools.
Users typically access the Web as an information repository to satisfy their individual
needs, which according to Broder can be classified into three categories (Broder, 2002):

− Informational, when users seek specific information (e.g., what is the Web?).
− Navigational, when users seek a starting point for further exploration of
information on the Web (e.g., what is a good web site about Beethoven?).

− Transactional, when users wish to use a service often provided by a web site (e.g.,
buy a digital camera).
In practice, the aforementioned major issues are “just” consequences of the lack of support
for the four primary actions that users iterate through during typical web search sessions to
satisfy their needs (Levene & Wheeldon, 2004):
1) Query, where users submit a search query describing their respective need.
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2) Selection, where users select one of the returned links (search results) and browse
the web page displayed after following the link.
3) Navigation, when users start a navigation session, which involves the browsing of
web pages and the following of highlighted links. This step also involves the
exploration and understanding of web page content.
4) Query modification, which occurs when users interrupt a navigation session, e.g.
due to unsatisfactory results, and decide to update the original search query and
resubmit it to the search engine. The users then continue with step 2.

Alternatively, users may know the destination web site through other means and directly
choose a URL address, in which case they iterate over step 3 until their need is satisfied or
they decide to use a search engine (step 1). For example, the destination site can be
selected from bookmarks, browsing history or passed to them via an email from a friend.
While typical search engines such as Google or Bing are prime examples of
information retrieval systems, from an end-user perspective, finding relevant information
is but the first step towards satisfying user needs. The second step concerns the finding and
understanding of relevant information in the target web page, while the third one involves
the processing of the found information. Specifically, this last step might not always be
present if only the sole knowledge of something was the user’s goal, however it will be
necessary if the acquired information is to be used for something else (e.g., writing a report,
collecting data).
Although contemporary systems offer some support for the information retrieval
step, they offer little support for the understanding and processing of information. For
example, users often need to scan through whole documents to find relevant information
or manually convert the acquired data into usable form.

2.1

Challenges in legacy Web search and navigation

A lot of work has been done in various fields concerning the search and navigation on the
Web. Most of the focus lies with better acquisition of data from the Web (i.e., crawling
and indexing), and with improving the relevance of search results (i.e., via information
retrieval methods with better precision and recall or via better query formulation). Most
information retrieval work for the Web environment is done by research team affiliated
with major search engines such as Google, Yahoo and Bing, while smaller (academic)
teams work on personalization, query formulation and related aspects. In this respect, the
Semantic Web field is still somewhat immature, although a lot of work has already been
done mostly on theoretical foundations, standardization and querying. We analyze legacy
Web approaches, because they provide a good foundation for approaches for the Semantic
Web and can also be used as a baseline either for enhancement or comparison.
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Querying and searching

From an end-user perspective, the querying stage is the first and currently perhaps the
most crucial step in fulfilling a user’s information needs. The available querying means
must be expressive enough so that users can specify exactly what information is desired
while also being easy to use and simple enough such as not to interfere with the overall user
experience.
At present, the most prevalent approach is keyword-based search, where the search
query is a set of keywords and optional modifiers (e.g., AND, NOT, language and domain
restrictions). Many contemporary web search engines (e.g., Google, Bing) support
keyword-based querying, while also offering advanced search capabilities that allow users
to specify further restrictions. However, studies indicate that advanced search features are
complex and impractical to use for most users and usage scenarios (Technical Advisory
Service for Images, 2006).
Keyword-based query formulation is difficult for many users as they are unable to
figure out good keywords describing their needs. Studies indicate that most search queries
are short (up to two-three words) (Jansen, Spink, Bateman, & Saracevic, 1998) and that
the use of advanced search forms is deemed impractical even by experienced users
(Technical Advisory Service for Images, 2006).
Furthermore, query formulation depends on the application domain for which it is
targeted – the average query length was below two keywords for video, two to three
keywords for general and audio search, yet above four for image search. Effective query
formulation and modification are also necessary, because most users view only the first
results page – 50-70% based on the domain (Jansen, Spink, & Pedersen, 2003). As a result,
these partial problems must be addressed:

− Ambiguity of keyword-based queries, where the meaning of individual keywords is
not explicit and the relationships between keywords are not specified. For
example, searching for “John Brown” as brown is also a colour and the person
John Brown can be mentioned in different ways – J. Brown, John, Mr. Brown, or
by his nickname etc.

− Difficult construction of suitable keyword-based queries, i.e. the selection of proper
keywords that best describe the information need while also preventing irrelevant
search results. This requires that users have good knowledge of what keywords are
likely to be present in suitable web sites while not being present in other web sites.
Thus a generic user must exhibit great knowledge about both what is relevant and
what is not relevant.

− Low expressive power of keyword-based queries, which cannot be effectively used to
describe complex information needs. For example, finding all notebooks with at
least 1GB of memory and a 2.0GHz+ dual core CPU priced below $1500 is
nearly impossible via generic search engines.
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− Open-ended search tasks, where in contrast to typical queries, the user does not
know what exactly his information need is or how to specify it beforehand. The
exact need only becomes known or specific enough throughout the search session
after the possible options are explored.

− Insufficient support for query modification, which is necessary if the search results
are unsuitable (e.g., bad query, too many irrelevant results, too few results). Only
limited assistance for query modification is available, such as the correction of
spelling errors. Limited or no practical assistance is available in terms of query
suggestions and their possible consequences on search results (the best solutions
probably being annotated faceted browsers).
Once a set of suitable search results is returned, users need to select some for further
exploration. Presently users must decide based on very limited information such as the title,
URL address or a short snippet from the target website. No or limited information is
available about the actual content and context of the target web sites, or their type,
reliability, and trustworthiness, making the selection process a lengthy “try, fail and try
again” exercise.

2.1.2

Searching by means of navigation

Different usage scenarios also result in different user interface needs. For example, typical
keyword-based query interfaces might be suitable when searching for specific items but are
highly unsuitable if users need to explore the available information space or if they wish to
gain an overview of its content, size, scope and structure.
Query-by-example approaches (Geman, 2006) enable users to search by means of
navigation, e.g. creating the query by clicking example photos, where the results will be
similar photos. More specifically, they allow users to construct search queries via
navigation with the immediate evaluation of the query and subsequent optional query
modification and/or refinement.
Similarly, view-based search approaches provide users with combined search and
browsing capabilities, usually via a set of different views of the entire information space
and the properties of individual information artefacts. View-based search approaches guide
users during query construction by displaying the available options (examples), while the
query itself is constructed via navigation instead of writing keywords. View-based search is
typically facilitated by faceted browsers (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003), which
combine the search and querying process with the browsing of search results. Several
studies have indicated that combined search and browsing interfaces are required for
seamless user experience (Fox & Flanagan, 2003).
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Navigation and visualization

Ideally, the last step of information retrieval is the navigation in the search results, the
browsing of the associated documents and the visualization of the resulting information.
Thus, the goal of navigation and browsing is to locate suitable documents with the desired
information, while visualization serves as means to improve user orientation and
understanding of the respective information.
Search engines typically employ linear navigation in search results with limited or
no navigation and orientation support. Individual web sites offer improved navigation
support via hierarchical navigation schemes and the following of best practice design
guidelines for web sites, which improve user orientation and experience but fail to provide
enough support for first time visitors.
Faceted navigation via faceted browsers is often used in online shops, digital
libraries or other advanced information retrieval systems. It integrates search and query
construction with navigation in search results and individual documents, while also
providing navigation support thus improving user experience (Fox & Flanagan, 2003).
Most approaches utilize textual visualization, which employs links, lists or tables of
data described via text. Examples include lists of search results in traditional search engines
(Google, Bing); for faceted browsers, textual lists of restrictions in facets and tables of
search results with their respective attributes.
The IGroup image search engine (Wang, Jing, He, Du, & Zhang, 2007) presents
results in semantic clusters. Other approaches include various graphical and graph
visualizations suitable for the presentation of the structure of the information space, for the
presentation of search results, or for the presentation of changes and trends. These include
CropCircles (Wang & Parsia, 2006), various graph visualizations (Schulz & Schumann,
2006), and trend visualization (Ishikawa & Hasegawa, 2007) respectively.
Despite continuous advances in navigation and visualization approaches, the size
and complexity of present day systems often results in the infamous navigation problem
(“Lost in hyperspace”) where users get lost in the information space due to insufficient
navigation aids, which is further shown by the high level of navigation recurrence
estimated at about 60-80% (Levene & Wheeldon, 2004). More recent estimates indicate a
lower recurrence rate of about 46% due to additional navigation options such as opening a
page in a new window/tab, introducing new navigation and history tracking issues.
Another reason is the increased number of form submissions, indicating a change from a
static Web towards a more interactive one (Weinrich, Obendorf, Herder, & Mayer, 2006).
In practice these issues correspond to the following navigation problems:

− Insufficient information about individual search results/links, which results in high
navigation recurrence as users follow links without knowing what information
“lies ahead” and often return immediately because it was not what they expected
it to be. This also results in query modification if browsing search results or in
leaving a web site in case of general navigation.
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− Lacking navigation guidance and orientation support, which would allow users to
navigate more effectively by providing cues about interesting and/or relevant
information, or about their position with respect to local and global landmarks
respectively. In this respect, the support for navigation trails – sequences of links
(Levene & Wheeldon, 2004) seems vital, as simple links proved to be insufficient.
For example, many web search engines favour homepages, but fail to address the
issue of further navigation on the target homepage, which might be facilitated by
navigation-aided retrieval (Pandit & Olston, 2007).

− Explorative tasks, which instead of narrowly focusing on a single “I want this” type
of goal assume free navigation best described by “I want to know what's out there
and how it all links together”. Thus, explorative tasks require that users focus on a
broader set of goals, gain an overview of the information space and the relations
between individual information artefacts.

− Navigation and browsing history, which are important for users who need to revisit
individual sites or get a better overview either in the current session or over a
longer time period. Current browsers employ bookmarks and simple history lists.
However, bookmarks grow impractical over time as their number increases and
they become outdated or obsolete (Weinrich, Obendorf, Herder, & Mayer, 2006).
Furthermore, the history list is used only infrequently (Levene & Wheeldon,
2004), thus being of little practical use. While the advantages of even simple
graphical history trees were confirmed by a study (Nadeem & Killam, 2001),
which compared global trees and domain trees against history lists, mainstream
web browsers still lack proper history support despite continuous work on history
tools (Mayer, 2009).
Oftentimes, finding a relevant document is not enough, because many documents tend to
be long or hard to understand thus making the discovery of relevant information within
document difficult. Thus proper navigation within a document and suitable visualization
options are necessary in order for users to understand the document contents quickly.
Furthermore, the overall usability of web-based systems depends on the quality and
features of its user interface. Even the best information retrieval system in terms of
precision and recall will be useless if its user interface is confusing, hard to use and not
feature rich enough to enable users to use the functionality of the query, navigation and
visualization engine behind it.

2.2

Challenges in Semantic Web search and navigation

The Semantic Web initiative aims to provide better search and browsing capabilities by
enabling machine readability of information on the Web taking advantage of ontologies
and metadata (Shadbolt, Berners-Lee, & Hall, 2006). Semantic Web approaches allow us
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to infer new knowledge automatically based on existing knowledge via reasoning on
ontologies, and also improve interoperability due to shared semantics of ontologies.
Most Semantic Web content is part of the Deep Web and stored in publicly
accessible semantic repositories (e.g., accessible via SPARQL endpoints), in the form of
distributed Linked data or as metadata associated with legacy web documents. Despite
continuous progress in semantic search engines such as Sindice.com, the original promise
of the Semantic Web still remains unrealized because there are few real-world applications
that allow end-users to access, view and process Semantic Web information (Shadbolt,
Berners-Lee, & Hall, 2006).
Semantics can be used to improve search in different ways. Instead of simple
keywords, semantic search queries employ URIs, which explicitly define concepts
(“keywords”) and properties (relations between concepts) thus eliminating the ambiguity
of keyword-based search. However, the writing of semantic search queries is difficult as it
requires the knowledge of the respective query language and concept or property URIs.
Initial approaches augmented traditional keyword-based searches with semantic
metadata harvested from web pages. Some more advanced approaches provide hybrid
solutions combining traditional full-text search with semantic search if metadata are
available or try to identify entities in keyword queries (Guha, McCool, & Miller, 2003).
Semantic Web approaches must address new issues that arise from the principal
differences between Semantic Web and legacy Web content, and the way it must be
accessed (Ding, Pan, Finin, Joshi, Peng, & Kolari, 2005). These include the use of
Semantic Web repositories and query languages to store and access information,
distributed Linked data that are spread across multiple locations, and the metadata-like
non-visual nature of Semantic Web content.
These vast differences between the Web and the Semantic Web in terms of
information granularity, visualization and navigation possibilities require us to define a
new perspective on navigation and exploration of the Semantic Web.
From a technical standpoint, the Web is a network of documents interlinked via
hyperlinks. It can thus be represented as a directed graph where nodes represent documents
(information artefacts) and edges represent hyperlinks. The Semantic Web is a network of
resources linked via relations, which can also be represented via a directed graph. Thus,
web navigation defined as “the activity of following links and browsing web pages” (Levene &
Wheeldon, 2004) corresponds to the process of moving via edges from one node to
another.
Typical web navigation involves the presentation of a single graph node (web page)
at a time. However, in the Semantic Web, the presentation of multiple resources at once is
more practical due to the different granularity of information and the availability of both
data and metadata as opposed to the Web. For example, a job offer page on the Web
contains all data about a specific job offer, while in the Semantic Web, the job offer would
be represented as several related instances, e.g. one for the job offer, one for the employer,
one for each requirement, and one for contact information.
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Consequently, in Semantic Web navigation we move or modify a window, which
defines the presented resources and effectively corresponds to a web page in legacy web
navigation. In the trivial case this can be reduced to moving the centre of the window,
between graph nodes via edges. In the job offer example, the window would be centred on
the job offer instance and also contain the other directly associated instances
corresponding to a detail page in traditional search engines (Figure 2). Exploring the
properties of e.g., the employer instance, would centre the window on the employer.

Figure 2. Window movement in the Semantic Web, window centres shown in blue.

Figure 3. Presentation window without a specific centre.
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If however we consider a set of job offers presented simultaneously (e.g., search results),
there is no clear node, which might be the window’s centre (Figure 3).
Furthermore, the Semantic Web effectively contains both data (e.g., job offer
instances, employers and requirements), metadata (e.g., the class JobOffer, Employer and
Requirement), and a set of inference rules that can be used to reason on the available
information and infer new information. Thus, relations between resources need not be
explicitly asserted, but can be inferred based on available metadata and rules enabling
additional navigation options compared to traditional web navigation.
Hence, we define Semantic Web navigation as the movement and modification of
presentation windows containing resource visualizations, based on the following of
embedded links corresponding to relations between resources.
As a result, all the aforementioned issues are even more pronounced in the
Semantic Web environment, where the main challenges for its exploration are:

− Querying – semantic queries resemble relational database queries rather than
typical keyword queries used in web search engines making them impractical even
for experienced users. Manual construction of semantic queries (e.g., in SPARQL)
is a highly complex task, which in addition to query language proficiency requires
prior knowledge about domain concepts in the respective information space (e.g.,
URIs of classes or properties).

− Visualization – Semantic Web contains raw information without any associated
presentation templates thus offering no default way to render it in human
readable form making end-user grade visualization difficult. Furthermore,
resources can be associated with legacy web content (web pages, images, videos,
etc.) or have many attributes and relations to other resources causing information
overload.

− Exploration – the Semantic Web is essentially a graph of resources and their
attributes and relations, and also associated legacy web documents (e.g., web pages
or multimedia). Exploratory search principles (Marchionini, 2006) stress open
ended tasks, learning and understanding of information in context, not just
finding a specific resource e.g., with a traditional search engine. Here orientation
support, multiple navigation and/or visualization options and the ability to move
towards a goal from different directions are needed to provide satisfactory user
experience.

3 State of the Art in Exploratory Search
To facilitate our goal of providing and improving end-user grade exploration of the
Semantic Web, we need to address querying, visualization and exploration of Semantic
Web resources via a combination of approaches from different fields. Thus our work has a
strong multidisciplinary background ranging from information retrieval to adaptive webbased systems (The Adaptive Web: Methods and Strategies of Web Personalization, 2007)
and human-computer interaction with focus on faceted browsers and facet generation
(Sacco & Tzitzikas, 2009), exploratory search (Marchionini, 2006), information
visualization, the Semantic Web (Shadbolt, Berners-Lee, & Hall, 2006) and the Social
Web (Staab, et al., 2005).
We focus on exploratory search whose primary aim is to offer support for openended exploratory tasks such as learning, investigation, knowledge acquisition, comparison,
evaluation as opposed to traditional lookup tasks (Marchionini, 2006). Although
exploratory search approaches aim to support all steps of the search process as defined in
chapter 2, there is no common or prescribed means of doing so.
We specifically explore the faceted exploration paradigm, which has already been
shown to be very promising and generally accepted amongst end-users (Kules, Capra,
Banta, & Sierra, 2009). We also take advantage of personalization and look at querying
support techniques offered by query expansion, disambiguation and recommendation
approaches in order to provide navigation and orientation support. In this respect we also
take advantage of history tracking and visualization approaches to support the revisiting of
resources (Mayer, 2009), and domain specific and graph-based visualization of
information (Schulz & Schumann, 2006).

3.1

Faceted browsing

The faceted navigation model is based on the faceted classification scheme of an
information space. Originating in library sciences, “a faceted classification differs from a
traditional one in that it does not assign fixed slots to subjects in sequence, but uses clearly
defined, mutually exclusive, and collectively exhaustive aspects, properties, or characteristics of a
class or specific subject. Such aspects, properties, or characteristics are called facets of a class or
subject, a term introduced into classification theory and given this new meaning by the Indian
librarian and classificationist S.R. Ranganathan and first used in his Colon Classification in
the early 1930s.” (Wynar & Taylor, 1992, p. 320). For online information retrieval and
navigation however, the library definition of faceted classification can be somewhat relaxed
as e.g., the exhaustiveness is not strictly necessary.
A detailed (theoretical) introduction into dynamic taxonomies and faceted search is
given in (Sacco & Tzitzikas, 2009), thus we present only the basic principles necessary to
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understand our work and elaborate on the extensions we have made over the baseline
approaches also with respect to the Semantic Web.
Faceted browsers are a view-based search approach that takes advantage of faceted
navigation, which is often used in practical applications including online shops or
information retrieval systems built around databases, e.g. for product or job search. As
opposed to hierarchical navigation, faceted navigation is almost exclusively used for
dynamic systems, which generate all views at runtime, due to the exponential number of
possible facet and restriction combinations6.
Faceted browsers allow users to easily select the desired information by accessing
one or more facets available in the used faceted classification and selecting one or more
restrictions in those facets. Users visually create faceted queries by navigating and selecting
metadata (i.e., facets and restrictions respectively), thus specifying the data (i.e., results)
that should be retrieved. This effectively translates into multidimensional hierarchical
navigation in metadata describing a particular information domain or, in graph terms,
simultaneous navigation in multiple tree hierarchies (i.e. a forest) as individual facets are
often hierarchically organized. The combined navigation state from all facets then defines
the global navigation state (i.e., the faceted query) and the presentation window, which
shows the search results.
Figure 4 outlines a typical browsing session in a faceted browser, which corresponds
to the steps performed during information search:
1) Query – users typically select facets and restrictions as long as they match their
perceived (and known) information needs.
2) Selection – once the set of available options is exhausted or the users cannot think
of any more criteria, they examine the search results and select prospective results
for further navigation.
3) Navigation – detailed information about “good” results can be retrieved and a
navigation session via their properties or associated resources can be initiated (e.g.,
showing associated resources or comparing similar ones).
4) Query modification – users can relax the query by removing restrictions and
repeating the process from step 1.
Advantages of faceted navigation include its flexibility and expressivity – users can navigate
the information space in many different ways and combine elements from various facets to
specify their information need. This corresponds to the true strength of faceted navigation
which lies in the fact that it corresponds to view-based search and natively provides users
with integrated search and navigation capabilities thus alleviating several disadvantages of
traditional search approaches (e.g., difficult query construction, unsuitability for openended tasks).
6

Each facet consists of a (hierarchical) set of its values – restrictions. For example, Seattle and
Washington are both restrictions in a facet describing location with Seattle being a child restriction of
Washington as it is located in the state of Washington.
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Figure 4. The navigation process in a simple faceted browser from and end-user perspective.

Disadvantages of faceted navigation originate mostly from properties of faceted
classifications, which do not provide quick access to popular topics and at first might be
difficult to understand due to their scope. Furthermore, a faceted browser interface is
somewhat more complex which might results in cognitive overload if too much
information is available.
Faceted browsers also typically require the existence of a (manually) predefined
faceted classification scheme that is used to construct the faceted browser interface. This
can usually be easily facilitated in closed information spaces, where the structure is known
and typically does not change. In the wild Web environment, the existence of a static
faceted classification cannot be guaranteed which historically resulted in the lack of faceted
solutions in generic web search engines. The situation started to change recently with the
addition of domain independent facets to Google (e.g., for result freshness) and
integration with domain specific search in Bing (e.g., hotel search).
Many contemporary faceted browsers also provide additional usability features in
addition to faceted navigation such as:

− Simple sorting of instances based on one given attribute (e.g., name, price or
weight, screen size, popularity).

− The comparison of several selected instances and their attributes in a table.
− Different views which are either more or less detailed, with or without images and
with a selectable number of simultaneously display results.

− Different actions with search results, such as bookmarking, adding to the
shopping cart or rating.
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Figure 5. Sample GUI of the faceted browser Factic. Facets are shown on the left (green and blue
backgrounds), results in the centre (white background), current restrictions and available actions at
the top (pink and blue background).

Figure 5 shows an example graphical user interface of our faceted browser Factic in the
domain of job offers (Tvarožek & Bieliková, Personalized Faceted Navigation in the
Semantic Web, 2007). It is a faceted browser employing primary and secondary facets
with multilevel content. It supports both nominal and ordinal facet values – enumerations
and intervals respectively. Individual facets for the type of the offered position, location,
industry sector, start date, job term and contract type are shown on the left. The current
query is shown at the top, while the results of its evaluation are displayed in the centre. For
each search result, the title of the job offer and its main attributes are shown. Additional
operations with results include their sorting, rating and optionally editing.

3.2

Query construction and search

Search and thus query construction constitute the first part of most user sessions as
described in chapter 2. Approaches which can be used for exploration include:
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− Keyword-based search, where queries constitute a set of keywords and optional
modifiers (e.g., NOT). Search results usually correspond to an ordered set of web
documents, which contain the specified keywords, ranked via different metrics,
e.g. PageRank or HITS.

− View-based search, which allows users to visually create queries via navigation. The
most prominent practical examples of this approach are faceted browsers, which
allow users to create queries by selecting the desired properties of the search results
in a set of facets usually shown on the left side of a user interface.

− Content-based search, which allows users to select one or more positive or negative
examples of information artefacts in the information space. Search results
correspond to an ordered set of resources, which are similar to the positive
examples (and dissimilar to negative examples). Content-based search is often
used in the digital image domain due to the lack of other metadata and keywords
that could be used to perform search. Instead, similarity based on low-level image
characteristics is used (e.g., luminance).
Typical examples of keyword-based search are web search engines (e.g., Google, Bing) or
other open-source search frameworks such as Apache Lucene7. While these solutions
historically offered little to no orientation and navigation support, being fully focused on
lookup, and leaving orientation support to the specific web sites they link to, present day
web search engines recently started to offer more advanced features for query refinement.
For example, Google now supports query suggestions via auto-complete, while also
allowing users to refine the query with generic faceted properties of the results such as
modification date or page size. In addition, Bing in the US now also provides faceted
domain specific search options such as hotel search.
More sophisticated approaches offer query expansion and disambiguation solutions
performing click-stream analysis and data mining(Bordogna, Ronchi, & Psaila,
2009),(Braak, Abdullah, & Xu, 2009), while support for result browsing and selection is
still much more limited to snippets, simple ratings of results or more scarcely clustering of
search results (e.g., Clusty.com).
Although both querying and query expansion and disambiguation are often
performed or supported by a web search engine and thus their support is fairly widespread,
typically these features are rather simplistic with their advanced versions remaining only as
laboratory research prototypes.
View-based search and content-based search are similar in that they present users
with views or examples of what is present in the information space and allow them to
select subsets of information based on these examples. In the case of faceted browsers such
as mSpace (schraefel, Smith, Owens, Russell, Harris, & Wilson, 2005) users search by
specifying properties of the desired results (e.g., a classical musical piece, composer J.S.
Bach), which correspond to metadata describing the results and need not necessarily be in
7

Apache Lucene, http://lucene.apache.org/
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the target resource, which may be an audio recording. Similarly, in query-by-example,
users select good examples of results and expect to get similar documents effectively
performing a similarity search.
The presently limited use of Semantic Web technologies in most existing systems is
caused in part due to the unavailability of metadata especially in open information spaces,
which is perhaps also a reason for the limited deployment of faceted browsers in generic
applications. While metadata for some applications might be readily available (e.g., digital
libraries, online shops), others lack sufficient metadata. Thus automated means of
metadata generation from text, tags or images were proposed (Dakka, Ipeirotis, & Wood,
2005), (Diederich & Balke, 2007). Furthermore, the creation of ontologies based on
communities and social networks was outlined in (Staab, et al., 2005), which also covered
many other aspects common to both the Semantic Web and Social Web.
More recent approaches focus strongly on the automated creation of faceted
interfaces for existing data sources such as Wikipedia (Li, Yan, Roy, Lisham, & Das, 2010)
or for a search results returned by a web search engine (Zwol & Sigurbjornsson, 2010).
Facetedpedia takes advantage of Wikipedia’s collaborative vocabulary and user created
hyperlinks to construct a hierarchical faceted categorization of the Wikipedia articles. In
order to construct a usable interface (i.e., not overcrowded with too many facets), the
authors propose individual and aggregate metrics for facet goodness based on pair-wise
similarity and navigational cost (Li, Yan, Roy, Lisham, & Das, 2010).
Yahoo! Research recently demonstrated their MediaFaces system that enables
faceted exploration of media collections. The guiding principle is the automatic
construction of a faceted interface over a media (e.g., photo) collection taking advantage of
image search query logs and user tags in Flickr, which alleviates the typical lack of
metadata for media searches. Due to the overall size of the collection, all the facets are
effectively dynamic, generated at runtime given the initial search query (i.e., query
dependent) (Zwol & Sigurbjornsson, 2010).
Neither of the aforementioned approaches address Semantic Web querying and
exploration. Consequently with respect to the Semantic Web, current approaches focus on
several primary issues:

− Definition, extension and realization of semantic query languages (e.g., SPARQL
and its extensions such as SPARUL) and the corresponding ontological
repositories and query engines (e.g., Jena8, Sesame9), including the development
of the underlying reasoning engines (e.g., Pellet, Owlim).

− Semantic Web search engines (e.g., Sindice10), with focus on the acquisition,
collection, organization and effective querying of various semantic web data,
including local repositories, harvested web resources and Linked data.

8

Jena Semantic Web Framework, http://jena.sourceforge.net/
Sesame: RDF Schema Querying and Storage, http://www.openrdf.org/
10
Sindice - The Semantic Web index, http://sindice.com/
9
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− Practical realization of federated querying over the entire distributed Linked data
cloud, which includes the dereferencing and querying of Semantic Web content.
The Swoogle semantic search engine (Ding, Pan, Finin, Joshi, Peng, & Kolari, 2005)
addresses the issues of sparse references and distributed files by providing some of the
infrastructure required to find, parse, index and query the Semantic Web materialized on
the Web in the form of distributed Semantic Web documents (SWD). Swoogle also
provides several rankings/metrics for SWDs and detects navigational paths between them.
Perhaps a more simple approach is to use Semantic Web repositories as centralized
repositories of Semantic Web data, which can be accessed via standard database like query
interfaces and specialized semantic query languages. Presently, many repositories can be
considered standalone, meaning they contain data and metadata about all resources they
reference.
This alleviates many of the issues associated with finding and matching SWDs on
the Web automatically, yet it also reduces the amount of available information. Already
today, work is steadily progressing on interlinking repositories with each other so that
queries are distributed, thus querying a greater subset of the Semantic Web, while hiding
the complexity of the underlying infrastructure.
Similarly, Sindice is another Semantic Web search engine, which indexes RDFS
and other semantic (meta)data on the Web and allows users to submit either keywordbased or semantic queries. Still, the results for both Swoogle and Sindice are a list of results,
which often correspond to RDF/OWL files, microformats or other embedded data in web
pages, which unfortunately are not readable and thus not useful to end-users. To illustrate
the issue, a simple search for ‘tim berners lee’ results in many dead links on the first page
of the search results, the remaining results being either empty RSS feeds or OWL files with
no practical means of visualization.
One practical existing search application of Semantic Web technologies is the
GoPubmed11 search engine for research articles in the medical domain, which employs
several integrated medical taxonomies and ontology reasoning to augment search results.

3.3

Navigation and visualization

The next step after executing a query is the navigation in the search results or the
exploration if the individual search result(s) details. While current search engines have
limited support for the navigation in search results (e.g., snippets), advanced result
exploration support is virtually non-existent as it would require individual web sites to
have been designed and developed to provide user support.
Although some online ships (e.g., Amazon) augment navigation by showing related
products via collaborative recommendation (“users who bought this also bought”) or

11

Transinsight GmbH – GoPubmed: http://www.gopubmed.org/
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augmenting revisitation and orientation by showing recently visited products, this support
is not present in the vast majority of (corporate) web sites.
Faceted browsers generally provide strong orientation support for the query
construction and result navigation steps as they provide users with additional information
which enables them to make informed decisions. They also partially support the successive
result exploration step if coupled with a decent content browser.
Wilson and schraefel performed a study comparing three prominent exploratory
browsers – Flamenco, mSpace and RelationBrowser++ (Wilson, schraefel, & White,
Evaluating Advanced Search Interfaces using Established Information-Seeking Models,
2009). While Flamenco and RelationBrowser++ are more traditional faceted browsers,
mSpace takes advantage of RDF data (native to Semantic Web) to provide users with a set
of customizable filters that can be used to visualize a subspace of a high dimensional
information space. The RelationBrowser++ is tailored to exploration of large statistical
data and persistently displays all facets at the top unlike Flamenco, which hides exhausted
facets (Zhang & Marchionini, 2005).
In order to better understand user behaviour in faceted browsers, Kules et al.
performed a user study examining how searchers interact with individual parts of a faceted
browser. The study discovered that users primarily explore the results list and the facets,
while mostly ignoring the current query. In fact, the study has shown that facets were an
integral part of the exploration experience accounting for about one half of the time spent
on actual search results. Kules also argued that the design of exploratory search tasks as
well as methodologies for evaluation of exploratory browsers was still in an early stage of
development making thorough evaluation difficult (Kules, Capra, Banta, & Sierra, 2009).
VisGets is an advanced visualization and querying solution for legacy web data
(Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008). It crawls the Web and gathers news
articles, and in turn enables users to interactively explore the data based on three
dimensions – time, location and topic. It does not however provide any kind of social
recommendation support nor supports navigation or orientation after selecting a search
result (i.e., once the user leaves the original search engine). Moreover as VisGets uses its
own crawling and indexing engine it cannot be effectively used for general web search or
Semantic Web exploration.
Stewart et al. presented an alternative approach called Idea navigation, in which
they extract subject-verb-object triples from a predefined news article corpus (Stewart,
Scott, & Zelevinsky, 2008). They build hierarchical faceted categories based on the
extracted triples, taking advantage of Wordnet term relations, and allow users to via
interactive (faceted) selection of subjects, verbs and objects somewhat resembling a natural
language query. This approach is in principle very similar to the RDF triple model, but its
advantage lies in its support for unstructured textual information due to the use of their
custom parsing and pre-processing engine.
The BrowseRDF faceted browser provides elementary facet generation capability
over simple RDF data (Oren, Delbru, & Decker, 2006). BrowseRDF automatically
identifies facets in source data based on several statistical measures, but offers only very
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limited interaction options and does not consider semantic metadata provided in the more
expressive RDFS and OWL formats. Other approaches include automatic multifaceted
hierarchy generation from textual collections (Dakka, Ipeirotis, & Wood, 2005), and
middleware solutions posing as proxies between a databases and users providing a faceted
interface by dynamically suggesting a number of facets using precomputed decision trees
(Roy, Wang, Nambiar, Das, & Mohania, 2009).
Similarly in the Semantic Web context, Tabulator enables users to browse Linked
Data (Berners-Lee, et al., 2006). While Tabulator enables users to take advantage of
different visualizations (e.g., map, calendar), it offers only very limited search support.
Other Semantic Web browsers / query builders such as Disco Hyperdata browser or
Zitgist Dataviewer offer even less user support and are thus useful only to experts.
The practical visualization of Semantic Web resources has so far been very
problematic. Probably the best solutions so far were wiki-like applications. DBPedia, the
semantic version of Wikipedia visualizes semantic data in a huge table of triples, which is
still far from being practical for end-users. Another examples of existing applications also
in the Web 2.0 context are the OntoWiki (Auer, Dietzold, & Riechert, 2006), which
provides inline RDF authoring support and semantically enriched full-text search, and the
Semantic Wikipedia (Völkel, Krötzsch, Vrandecic, Haller, & Studer, 2006), which
extends the existing Wikipedia system with lightweight semantic annotations.
Neither of these approaches can be effectively used for complex interactive
exploration of Semantic Web content, which in addition to advanced (faceted) querying
needs to support interactive information visualization and exploration of graphs (Semantic
Web being a graph). Here, also graph visualization and interaction approaches must be
considered as described in (Schulz & Schumann, 2006). Other visualization approaches
such as CropCircles (Wang & Parsia, 2006) and TagSphere (Aurnhammer, Hanappe, &
Steels, 2006), which focus on the presentation of metadata can also be used to visualize
link structures and thus support navigation in exploratory search interfaces.
CropCircles is a topology sensitive approach to visualization of OWL class
hierarchies inspired by treemaps (Wang & Parsia, 2006). Since it visualizes (class)
hierarchies, it might be ideally suited for the visualization of facets, which contain
restriction hierarchies (Figure 6). CropCircles support orientation by providing quick
overview of the topology (i.e. the size, depth and complexity of a hierarchy), while also
providing a visually pleasing nested presentation of nodes.
Circles represent nodes, their size corresponds to the size of the respective subtree
rooted at a particular node. Child nodes are sorted in descending order based on their size.
Different layout strategies are employed based on the size distribution of child nodes (e.g.,
dominant child node, equal sized children).
While typical orientation support approaches focus on support during a user session,
from and exploratory perspective, providing user support between multiple sessions is just
as crucial. Revisitation support typically includes various browser tools such as bookmarks
and a history list, which have been shown to be of little practical use to end-users due to
the associated overhead and the limited capabilities of searching within history.
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Figure 6. Topology sensitive visualization via CropCircles, taken from (Wang & Parsia, 2006).
Layout strategies from left to right – single child, equally sized children, dominant child, no
dominant child.

Mayer provides a broad survey of existing history and revisitation approaches, along with
open problems including acquisition, search and visualization of history entries and
metadata (Mayer, 2009). While current browser and search engine extensions support
features such as full-text search in history (e.g., the Firefox plug-in WebMynd) or treebased history visualization more suited to the recursive nature of web navigation (e.g., the
Firefox plug-in HistoryTree, Pad Tree or WebView (Mayer, 2009)), users still encounter
issues with keyword guessing, disorientation and dead links.

3.4

Review of selected existing approaches

It has been shown that faceted browsing approaches are highly suitable for exploration of
various information collections including both structured semi-structured and
unstructured information. Their main advantages are intuitive user friendly exploration
interfaces, high expressivity via faceted classification and overall suitability for large data
collections. However, few of these approaches have so far been used for Semantic Web
exploration, and even fewer included advanced support features such as personalization,
orientation and revisitation support.
In this section, we present a more in-depth survey of existing exploration
approaches from which we drew inspiration for our Semantic Web exploration approach:

− Flamenco: FLexible information Access using MEtadata in Novel COmbinations
(Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003)

− Ontoviews: A tool for creating Semantic Web portals (Mäkelä, Hyvönen, Saarela,
& Viljanen, 2004)

− Relation Browser++ (Zhang & Marchionini, 2005)
− mSpace (schraefel, Smith, Owens, Russell, Harris, & Wilson, 2005)
− BrowseRDF: Faceted RDF browser (Oren, Delbru, & Decker, 2006)
− /facet: Browser for heterogeneous semantic repositories (Hildebrand, van
Ossenbruggen, & Hardman, 2006)
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Tabulator: Generic data browser (Berners-Lee, et al., 2006)
TagSphere (Aurnhammer, Hanappe, & Steels, 2006)
IGroup: Image search engine (Wang, Jing, He, Du, & Zhang, 2007)
VisGets (Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008)
Microsoft Pivot presented by Microsoft LiveLabs in 201012

Flamenco
Flamenco was the pioneering faceted browser originally devised for exploration of image
collections in digital libraries (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003). Due to its pioneering
role, Flamenco stressed interface design and the HCI aspects of faceted browsing over
traditional information retrieval systems. Furthermore, Flamenco divided the exploration
process into three steps:

− The opening, where users are presented with a broad overview of the entire
information content (Figure 7). This shows all the facets, i.e. the structure of the
information space thus giving users a good understanding of what information
can be found and explored.

− The midgame, where users can refine their search via additional facets while
simultaneously exploring the results of their search (Figure 8). While individual
results are not specifically ranked (faceted results have no default ordering), they
are grouped based on their attributes. Empty or exhausted facets, which would
lead to no results, are hidden from the user interface.

− The endgame, where users explore the properties of an individual search result
with options for query refinements to find similar items (Figure 9).
At its time, Flamenco worked likely with relational data corresponding to static manually
predefined facets. Similarly, the linking to related objects in the detailed view was limited
to asserted relations based on similar attributes, i.e. searching for other items that had the
same attribute values. The browser also had little support for user customization or
personalization. Nevertheless, it proved its point that faceted browsing was suitable for
exploratory tasks in structured information spaces.

Ontoviews
OntoViews (Mäkelä, Hyvönen, Saarela, & Viljanen, 2004) is a comprehensive tool for the
creation of Semantic Web portals based on the Apache Cocoon framework13 and a service
oriented architecture using Ontogator as a view-based search service provider (Mäkelä,
Hyvönen, & Saarela, 2006). Ontoviews supports faceted navigation over RDFS ontologies
and link recommendation services via Ontodella.
12
13

PivotViewer for Silverlight, http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/pivotviewer/
Apache Cocoon: http://cocoon.apache.org/
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Figure 7. The opening showing all the available facets in the information space thus giving users
a broad global understanding of the information content and its structure, taken from (Yee,
Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003).

Figure 8. The midgame showing the available facets on the left, current query at the top and the
grouped search results in the centre, taken from (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003).
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Figure 9. The endgame showing detailed information about a search result with options for query
refinement to similar items (right), taken from (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003).

A demonstration application of OntoViews is publicly available in the domain of digital
libraries (museums) as MuseoSuomi14. Figure 10 shows the user interface of OntoViews,
which copies the typical faceted browser layout with facets on the left and content on the
right. Search results are presented in groups corresponding to the last used facet. The
detailed instance view (Figure 11) shows instance attributes at the top, followed by a list of
faceted categories to which the instance belongs. Recommended links to related instances
are shown on the right.
Furthermore, OntoViews has a mobile user interface, which retains the
functionality of the original desktop interface albeit with minimal screen size.
Link generation is based on predicates in the form p(subjectURI, targetURI,
explanation), which succeed when two resources (subjectURI, targetURI) should be linked
together with label explanation. Individual rules/predicates are processed by the Ontodella
service for link generation.
The use of XSLT in the user interface and query transformations provided high
interface flexibility, yet resulted in complicated templates that are tied to a specific
RDF/XML representation.

14

MuseoSuomi: http://www.museosuomi.fi/
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Figure 10. Example of the OntoViews GUI, facets shown on the left, search results shown on the
right.

Moreover, OntoViews does not take advantage of OWL metadata, it must be manually
configured to use facets and link recommendation (e.g., via aforementioned rules), and has
no support for personalization based on user preferences.
Overall, although OntoViews maintained the primary functionality, layout and
limitations of Flamenco, it also added several novel aspects such as support for Semantic
Web data in RDFS form and some support for dynamic link generation between
similar/related resources based on knowledge asserted or inferred from the underlying
knowledge base.

RelationBrowser++
Zhang and Marchionini present a slightly different approach to faceted browsing in their
RelationBrowser++, which is aimed at large statistical collections of data (Zhang &
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Marchionini, 2005). Its main focus is to provide interactive and dynamic exploration of
the collection and thus support the user in better understanding its contents. To this end,
the interface visualizes the properties of information artefacts in several columns (i.e.,
facets) while also supporting dynamic previewing of the next query results (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Example of the OntoViews GUI for presentation of instance details with Instance
attributes (top), other facet categories (centre) and related instances (right).

While showing several promising features, such as dynamic query previews and visual cues
to assess the size of individual facet restrictions, RelationBrowser++ was fairly limited in its
interface design user friendliness and the fact that it used predefined static facets. As such it
resembled more of a database exploration tool for professional users and large statistical
collections than an end-user grade tool for web exploration.

mSpace
The mSpace15 browser is based on a set of successive columns, which correspond to
dimensions in the information space (schraefel, Smith, Owens, Russell, Harris, & Wilson,
15

Demo available at: http://demo.mspace.fm
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2005). Overall, mSpace presents a significant improvement over the previous approaches
in terms of user friendliness and customization. The columns can be rearranged by the
user to fit their preferences, while their order also affects query evaluation, which is
performed from left to right (Figure 13). In addition to the columns, the mSpace interface
includes an info view which shows result details and preview cues that show what the
results of a given action (selection in column) would be. To further customize user
experience, users can save their preferred browser arrangement or add favourites for future
reference.

Figure 12. Example of the RelationBrowser++ interface. Hovering over facet restrictions previews
the resulting item distributions; taken from (Wilson, schraefel, & White, Evaluating Advanced
Search Interfaces using Established Information-Seeking Models, 2009).

Since mSpace takes advantage of RDF data representation with an SQL back-end it could
likely be used for Semantic Web exploration with some adjustments. While it is unclear
whether the columns are manually predefined or automatically generated, the fact that
RDF is used as the underlying data representation should make it relatively easy to adjust
for new information domains. Thus the major points brought forth by mSpace can be
summarized in:

− Intuitive and user friendly interface with support for user customization.
− Multiple, customizable ways to query and explore the data set also using multiple
views and navigation cues.

− Use of ontologies and RDF data representation, although not OWL.
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Figure 13. Example of mSpace, taken from (Wilson, schraefel, & White, Evaluating Advanced
Search Interfaces using Established Information-Seeking Models, 2009).

BrowseRDF: Faceted RDF browser
BrowseRDF (Oren, Delbru, & Decker, 2006) is a faceted browser for Semantic Web data
in RDF format. BrowseRDF can automatically generate a faceted interface from arbitrary
RDF data with little manual configuration.
BrowseRDF extends typical faceted queries with RDF semantics, e.g. existential
selection, inverse selection, non-existential selection and others. Furthermore, it defines
statistical metrics from automatic facet ranking and adaptation, such as predicate balance,
object cardinality and predicate frequency.
Figure 14 shows the GUI of BrowseRDF in the domain of wanted FBI suspects.
Individual facets with new selection types are shown on the left, instance details are shown
in the centre.
Similarly to OntoViews, BrowseRDF does not take advantage of OWL data and
automatically generates facets for all available RDF predicates, even those with little sense
for the end users. Moreover, it only employs statistical metrics computed from the
supplied RDF data and thus supports no personalization, nor link recommendation.
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Figure 14. Example of BrowseRDF GUI with existential facet restrictions (left), taken from (Oren,
Delbru, & Decker, 2006).

/facet: Browser for heterogeneous semantic repositories
/facet (Hildebrand, van Ossenbruggen, & Hardman, 2006) is a faceted browser for
heterogeneous information spaces consisting of distributed semantic repositories
represented in RDFS. It takes advantage of both the rdfs:subClassOf property and the
rdfs:subPropertyOf property in order to process facet restriction hierarchies.
Furthermore, /facet supports multi-type queries and runtime facet specification
thus greatly increasing flexibility and support for heterogeneous repositories. The multitype capability effectively translates into an additional facet, which is used to specify the
target data type. Based on the selection in the type facet, other facets are made available.
Figure 15 shows the/facet GUI. The selected type vra:Work corresponds to facets
Creator, Date and Material.Medium. Moreover, /facet supports semantic keyword search,
which allows users to perform keyword-based search on

− all instances (helps find a suitable instance type),
− individual facets (improves movement and restriction selection),
− and across all facets (improves orientation).
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Figure 15. Example of the /facet GUI with multiple facets (top), constrained search results (centre)
and timeline display (bottom), taken from (Hildebrand, van Ossenbruggen, & Hardman, 2006).

Lastly, /facet supports the grouping of search results based on individual properties and
timeline visualization of dates. However, it does not support personalization nor advance
link generation and recommendation techniques.

Tabulator: Generic data browser
The Tabulator project aimed to create a generic data browser for Linked data, which
would be capable to visualize distributed Linked data and allow users to explore individual
resources (Berners-Lee, et al., 2006). The prototype itself features several standard views
(e.g., table, map, calendar, timeline) which allow users to explore the data collection while
also providing basic SPARQL query construction capability.
Figure 16 shows an example of the Tabulator interface showing the description of
the Tabulator project itself in a long nested table of textual descriptions and URIs,
similarly to the public DBPedia web interface. Users can click and expand the blue/green
icons which indicated the availability of further information in the Linked data cloud.
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Similarly to DBPedia, the visualization or maybe the information itself is accessible to end
users in that far that it is not plain XML, but hardly user friendly enough to be used by
casual users, unlike previous browsers such as mSpace.

Figure 16. Example of the Tabulator interface showing the semantic description of the Tabulator
project in a long nested table (shortened here).

Although Tabulator technically allows users to build SPARQL queries, its means of doing
so are not end-user friendly. Also it has only limited capability to actually perform a search
as it works with Linked data and thus has no underlying query engine to rely on. Thus it
mostly renders all available textual information in alphabetical order including
(inconsistent) metadata, and since it performs no personalization of the content nor
exploration experience it easily overwhelms casual users. Still, professional users are likely
to take advantage of some of its SPARQL querying and RDF visualization capabilities.

TagSphere
TagSphere is an exploratory approach for augmented content-based image retrieval using
collaborative tagging (Aurnhammer, Hanappe, & Steels, 2006). Its main principle lies in
navigation and orientation support via tag-based visualization of search results – users can
explore an image collection by selecting positive and negative examples (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. TagSphere interface supports content-based search by selecting images from a set of
suggestions (bottom right), which can be access from the search result overview (top left). The current
query includes positive and negative examples (top right); taken from (Aurnhammer, Hanappe, &
Steels, 2006).

The white circle in the centre denotes the user’s image collection corresponding to a
query-by-example (Figure 18). The tag sphere represents the search results, i.e. sets of
search results corresponding to tags associated with images from the query samples shown
in the user collection area. The size of circles in the tag sphere denotes the number of
images, distance to the white circle denotes the number of overlapping images and the
circles in their respective centres denote the overlap returned by an image classifier, which
evaluates low-level image properties against the query. The outer Classifier sphere works
the same way, yet describes a different set of results, which are returned by the classifier
instead of a tag search. E.g., for sets leaves and park the tags seem to match the low-level
image properties quite well, while having high overlap with the user’s collection.
While TagSphere does not work with semantic metadata nor faceted classification,
it presents an interesting way to visualize results and support content-based search, which
neither of the previous approaches supported. TagSphere shows users many visual
examples of possible results and thus gives them a better understanding of the query and
contents of the information space. Moreover, TagSphere also gives users a global overview
of all search results instead of just listing the first K results as typical search engines (Figure
18).
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Figure 18. Tag visualization via TagSphere where different circles indicate overlap between the
query and search results corresponding to the given tags; taken from (Aurnhammer, Hanappe, &
Steels, 2006).

IGroup: Image search engine
IGroup (Wang, Jing, He, Du, & Zhang, 2007) is a typical keyword-based search engine in
the image domain. However, it presents search results in semantic clusters that users can
use for search via query-by-example thus effectively expanding their query options.
Figure 19 shows the IGroup interface, with a list of identified clusters on the left.
These correspond to different “tigers” identified in the use collection and allow users to
select specific subspaces of the information space as in view-based search. Individual search
results are presented in a matrix in the centre of the GUI with descriptive information.
The clustering algorithm takes as input the results of a standard keyword-based
search and gives a list of annotated clusters as its output. It takes advantage of text, which
is available for individual images and selects top-ranked phrases via n-gram analysis (phrase
frequency, document frequency, phrase length, etc.).
Advantages include a wider coverage, where some minor, previously hidden, subsets
are now visible. Furthermore, individual clusters are annotated thus allowing users to
refine the query based on the displayed images instead of writing keywords.
Disadvantages include no support for personalization and link generation and no
direct support for Semantic Web data as the source data results from a traditional
keyword-based query to some other search engine.
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Figure 19. Example of the IGroup GUI with identified clusters (left), taken from (Wang, Jing, He,
Du, & Zhang, 2007).

VisGets
The VisGets exploration interface allows users to explore information based on three
prominent dimensions in the news domain – time, space and topic (Dörk, Carpendale,
Collins, & Williamson, 2008). The interface effectively corresponds to an advanced
faceted browser where users can select the time using a histogram timeline widget, location
via an interactive map and topic via a tag cloud (Figure 20).
Advantages of VisGets include intuitive visualization of individual facets, which
enable users to select restrictions in a way natural to a given facet type (e.g., time on a
timeline, location on a map, topic via a tag cloud). VisGets also provides orientation
support in line with mSpace by providing highlight previews of queries and improves user
understanding of the information domain by showing many samples of results.
However, VisGets works with a custom made back-end which crawls the Web and
collects news articles and is thus not usable for Semantic Web exploration as it does not
use RDF metadata and also provides little in terms of user customization or
personalization.
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Figure 20. Example of the VisGets interface showing the timeline (left), location (centre) and topic
facets (right), taken from (Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008).

Microsoft Pivot
Microsoft Live Labs presented Pivot in 2010 and described it as “an experimental
technology that allows people to visualize data and then sort, organize and categorize it
dynamically”16. Pivot is a view-based search tool, which takes advantage of exploratory and
visual search principles to provide dynamic information organization and visualization
capabilities. Microsoft demonstrated Pivot via multiple showcase applications17 in various
domains (e.g., car search), which enable users to select items from several simple categories
(facets) and render the results interactively via Deep Zoom which supports quick previews
of even detailed images (Figure 21).
Despite presenting Pivot as a practical user interface widget with highly interactive
and animated transitions, the query engine and the logic behind is less practical. Pivot
normally expects data to be described by a CXML file and the associated image collection,
both available on the Web as static files. As such, the CXML file must contain the whole
collection and only a flat item categorization is supported (i.e., each item is directly
associated with a set of faceted categories).
Although Pivot also supports dynamically generated collections (described as hard
to create in its documentation), this requires complex server infrastructure not provided by
Pivot itself. Consequently, Pivot is a practical client-side user interface widget which can
serve as a nice front-end to a compatible server-side query engine, but cannot provide any
meaningful (Semantic Web) browsing experience by itself. This can only be provided in
conjunction with a sophisticated back-end service.

16
17

Pivot press release: http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2010/feb10/02-11pivot.mspx
Pivot showcase applications: http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/pivotviewer/
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Figure 21. Example of the Microsoft Pivot interface showing simple facets (left) and search result
thumbnails with properties (right).

3.5

Summary of current exploration approaches

The work described in the previous sections captures only a portion of the most relevant
research done in the field of faceted browsers and related exploratory search approaches.
We have shown the progress made in effective information exploration by showing a
timeline of approaches from 2003 to 2010 (see Table 1):

− Flamenco, a faceted browser for images, pioneered view-based search even before
the advent of Exploratory search and major Semantic Web standards;

− Ontoviews and mSpace, faceted browsers for multimedia collections, which took
advantage of emerging Semantic Web technologies (e.g., RDF) and exploratory
search to provide end-user exploration of data repositories;

− Tabulator, a generic table based data viewer, which built upon Semantic Web
technologies and extended browsing support to distributed Linked data;

− TagSphere and VisGets focused on visualization and user interaction to provide
advanced information exploration capabilities in dynamic collections;

− Pivot, effectively a user interface widget, providing a product-grade faceted data
browser for arbitrary information collections conforming to a given format.
Most of the examined solutions offered at least limited support for Semantic Web data in
the form of RDF/RDFS ontologies, though several had no support at all. This were most
notably Flamenco and RB++ as older approaches, and the newer exploratory approaches
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TagSphere, IGroup, VisGets and Pivot as generic approaches aimed at the general Web.
Still this support was more in line with the internal representation of data rather than
capability to browse arbitrary RDF data available on the Web with the exception of
Tabulator, which was specifically designed to browse the distributed Linked data cloud.

Semantics

no

RDFS

no

RDF

RDFS

multimedia digital library

Domain

RDF

RDFS

generic data

Pivot

2006
generic

VisGets

2006

IGroup

2006

TagSphere

2005
faceted

Browser type

Tabulator

2005

BrowseRDF

2004

/facet

RB++

2003

mSpace

OntoViews

Overview
Created

Flamenco

Table 1. Summary of main properties of selected exploration approaches.

2006

2007

2008

2010

query‐by‐example
no

no

images

images

faceted
no
news
articles

no
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data

Dynamic content support
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9

related
links

8

8

9

9

9

8

result
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8

8
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8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8
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8
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Many of the examined approaches were aimed at exploration of closed information
domains, such as digital libraries with multimedia content (e.g., video, audio, images), and
only later approaches worked with open information spaces and generic web data.
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From an exploratory search perspective, we examined the properties of individual
approaches with respect to search, result exploration and visualization support also
considering their handling of dynamic content and optional advanced features presently
expected by users. Only about one half of the approaches supported dynamic link
generation during result browsing, mostly corresponding to related results as asserted in
the dataset. Only IGroup computed result clusters based on estimated similarity at
runtime. With the exception of BrowseRDF, which supported statistical facet ranking and
static facet generation, none of the examined advanced faceted browsers supported facet
ranking or generation. Moreover, all approaches used static views as none supported view
adaptation based on user context.
Search support was straightforward, except Tabulator all approaches supported
keyword-based search; faceted approaches also supported faceted search while contentbased approaches TagSphere and IGroup worked with similarity based query-by-example
as did Tabulator which supports queries based on selected graph patterns.
Faceted navigation was standard in most approaches although, VisGets only
supported three main facets – time, location and topic, while the result clusters in IGroup
could also be considered a single (flat) facet. Neither of the approaches however supported
interactive graph-based result exploration nor the exploration of related search results.
Textual and table-based information presentation was prevalent, but was often
supplemented with previews or images in multimedia domains. More sophisticated
visualizations included interactive facets in VisGets (maps for locations, tag clouds for
topics) and timelines for time indexed data. Content-based or graph-based visualization
was not present with the notable exception of mSpace, which offered limited contentspecific presentation via previews (e.g., a short preview of a song).
Lastly, support for features typically expected by today’s users as major parts of the
overall user experience was virtually non-existent. Only the mSpace faceted browser
supported tagging of content by users, manual personalization (i.e., reordering of columns
by users), favourites and social networking. The only other exception was Tabulator,
which claimed to support editing but in a hardly practical way. This can be best explained
by the fact that mSpace development still continues, while Tabulator is also getting some
minor updates despite its authors’ claims that “The Tabulator project has led to many
more questions than it has answered.” (Berners-Lee, et al., 2006).
Recent work includes Microsoft Pivot for Silverlight, effectively a client-side
visualization widget for faceted browsing, which offers a generic standalone user interface
control for third-party applications. Its primary use lies in visualization of static faceted
data collections although with a suitable server-side infrastructure, it could be used to
browse fully dynamic collections generated at runtime. A compatible server-side search
platform might be, for example, Apache Solr18 – an open source enterprise search platform
combining full-text search, faceted search and dynamic clustering of non-semantic data.

18

Apache Solr project: http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Similarly, OpenLink Virtuoso19 might be used as a database and querying back-end for
both textual and semantic data.
Based on these findings, the area of exploratory search and faceted browsers with
specific focus on

− dynamic content (e.g., link, facet generation and ranking, view adaptation),
− multi-modal search, advanced visualization and result exploration integration,
− personalization, recommendation, history tracking and revisitation support
has so far not been sufficiently explored and offers great opportunities in combining and
extending the aforementioned approaches into a seamless search and browsing solution for
both legacy and semantic web content.

19

OpenLink Virtuoso project: http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/

4 Framework for Exploratory Search
In the previous chapters, we have defined our high-level goal to maintain and improve the
usefulness of the Web as a global information space. Next, we investigated the current
challenges in both Legacy Web and Semantic Web search and navigation in chapter 2, and
provided an overview of the current state of the art in exploratory search approaches in
chapter 3. Specifically, we confirmed that effective exploratory search is still an open issue
and that based on the current lack of integrated and personalized exploration approaches,
these pose a good direction for further research.
Thus to achieve our high-level goal, we opted to address several open research
questions that we identified based on our review of related work:

− Improved exploratory search by integrating keyword-based, view-based and
content-based search with advanced visualizations of search results and their
relations thus facilitating visual query construction and interactive resource
exploration.

− Improvement of end-user browsing experience via dynamic personalization and
navigation, orientation and revisitation support focused on the specific needs of
individual users and overall usability.

− User interface generation based on semantic metadata describing the schema of the
presented information space aimed to achieve a smooth user experience also
accounting for dynamic changes in the information space
In line with these questions, we believe that Semantic Web principles would address many
of the aforementioned issues. Thus our aim is to solve the chicken-and-egg problem of the
Semantic Web (no applications without data, no data without applications) by facilitating
Semantic Web adoption by providing end-user grade exploratory search experience in the
Semantic Web with focus on specific challenges as identified in section 2.2.

4.1

Example user scenario

First we describe our browsing approach in terms of user experience, i.e. how a user—
Alice—would employ its capabilities for an exploratory search task, and next elaborate on
selected aspects of its design.
Alice needs to find papers relevant to her research so she starts her session using the
general keyword-based search of our browser. Somewhat expectedly, most of the top
results appear to be her own papers. Although normally Alice would try to guess better
keywords which others might use to describe relevant results, she instead takes advantage
of the search by example capability of the browser to see similar/related results and rank
them via a positive example selecting one of her better papers. The browser returns a
(large) mixed set of her papers, other papers and also various somewhat related results as
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returned by a back-end search engine. In order to filter out her own papers, she places a
negative faceted restriction saying not my papers.
Looking at the results, Alice sees papers she had already read, digital library pages of
newspapers, bookstore sites, conference programs and some broken links. To reduce the
number of irrelevant results, she employs negative search by example saying no shops and
programs (i.e., ranking those results low) while also restricting the results set to not older
than 4 years. The browser returns an interesting looking paper on a digital library page
warning Alice that she does not have an account to access the full paper. Since the paper is
effectively unavailable, Alice rather explores another paper (described only by a
bibliographic reference), which was recommended by the browser based on her social
network data – Alice knows the authors personally.
This gave Alice an idea, which she decides to explore – how could she select all
papers by all authors she knows to work in her field and the papers they reference? She
starts by using nested facets to restrict the results to papers, then to papers that are
authored by people she knows. Alice also adds papers authored by people whose papers are
referenced by the people she knows. Lastly, since the browser tracks her profile, it
recommends her to hide all the resources she had already seen in the past leaving her with
a good set of results from relevant authors.

4.2

Design objectives and main principles

To achieve the aforementioned functionality, we integrate and extend various approaches
from different research areas, which resulted in a strongly multidisciplinary work including
Semantic Web, Adaptive Web, Social Web, information visualization, exploratory search,
information retrieval, human-computer interaction. We devised a comprehensive faceted
exploration approach for the Semantic Web taking advantage of exploratory search principles,
personalization and social aspects to achieve our primary design objectives:

− Visual query construction by combining keyword search with faceted search and
query-by-example thus also supporting query refinement.

− Information overload prevention by recommending relevant content while hiding
less relevant content (e.g., facets, restrictions, result attributes).

− Guidance support via navigational shortcuts, which streamline navigation in
deep/complex faceted hierarchies (e.g., restriction recommendation).

− Orientation support by showing additional information/cues simplifying user
decisions about further navigation (e.g., tooltips showing future facet contents).

− Improved response times due to selective processing of facets and restrictions, since
advanced (semantic) approaches proved to be “time consuming”.

− Universality and flexibility – suitability to different/changing application domains
facilitated by (semi)automatic user interface generation.
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To achieve these objectives, we take advantage of these main principles:

− Semantic information space representation, e.g. an ontological repository, where
both metadata describing the structure of the information space and data are
represented by ontologies (e.g., in RDFS or OWL as defined by W3C). Thus we
assume an existing description of classes, individuals, relations and attributes
describing a particular information domain – a domain ontology. We also employ
a user ontology which stores the user models describing individual users’
characteristics, and an event ontology which is used to preserve the semantics of
user actions during logging.

− Multi-paradigm exploration, which integrates view-based faceted search with
content-based (query-by-example) search and traditional keyword-based search to
provide users with the most suitable means to create queries or navigate the
information space. It also includes various visualization and navigation options for
the browsing of search results such as result lists, result attribute tables and
attribute/thumbnail matrices, incremental graph visualization and history
visualization for revisitation and orientation support.

− Adaptive view generation, which facilitates the generation of user interfaces
necessary for exploration, accommodates for the dynamics of the information
space and preferences of individual users.

− Personalized recommendation to address information overload, provide guidance
during complex information seeking sessions and during revisitation tasks.

4.3

Semantic information space representation

We work with semantically enriched information spaces, e.g. an ontological repository,
where both metadata about the structure of the information space and data are represented
by ontologies (e.g., in RDFS or OWL). Thus our approach assumes a description of classes,
individuals, relations and attributes describing a particular domain. For example, in the
digital image domain, di:Author and di:Photo are classes; di:Author_1 and di:Photo_1 are
individuals, while di:createdBy is a relation between di:Photo_1 and di:Author_1. Similarly,
di:viewedCount equaling 10 is an attribute of di:Photo_1, also defining the domain of the
attribute as the class di:Photo and its range as an xsd:int (see Figure 22).
As shown in the above example, a domain ontology as defined by W3C contains a
detailed standardized description of classes, properties (relations and attributes) and the
used data types, effectively defining a data model. Ontologies can also be populated with
individuals, which conform to the specified domain model and materialize it in instances
of classes and properties. Note that the ontology is in fact an oriented graph where nodes
represent individual resources.
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Figure 22. Example of a simple domain ontology for the digital image domain. Metadata describing
the domain model are shown at the top; individuals representing data are shown below. Round
nodes denote complex resources with URIs, rectangular nodes denote literals.

We employ ontological data representation taking advantage of OWL ontologies to define:

− The domain ontology, which describes domain concepts, the relations between
them and their attributes. It contains metadata that describe the structure of the
domain model (i.e., classes and properties) as well as actual domain data (i.e.,
instances). For example, in the scientific publications domain, it would describe
authors and publications.

− The user ontology, which describes the estimated characteristics and preferences of
individual users used for personalization.

− The event ontology, which facilitates user modelling by describing the events that
occur in the faceted browser during user interaction.
We often refer to information artefacts or resources, which should be understood in the
Semantic Web context, where a resource is basically anything with a URI and can denote
for example a person, event or a photo. As shown in the example above, resources can link
to other resources (information artefacts) while also linking to information in the legacy
Web, such as web pages. Consequently, the fact that we use resources in a more general
notion is more of an advantage then a limitation. The need for metadata is not technically
much stronger than in existing content management systems, but rather focused on a
common shared format (e.g., RDF or OWL) instead of the proprietary formats of existing
content management systems.

4.4

Multi‐paradigm exploration

We extend the opening-midgame-endgame approach to faceted browsing originally
proposed in Flamenco (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003) into a comprehensive multi-
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paradigm exploration approach. We add user support for the individual stages of the
information seeking process and populate them with additional complementary
approaches to facilitate end-user grade exploration experience (see Figure 23).

Figure 23. Overview of our multi-paradigm exploration approach showing the scope and
applicability of individual sub-approaches to specific stages of the exploration process. Search
approaches span primarily the opening and midgame (blue), content viewing, annotation and
browsing approaches focus on the endgame (green), while support approaches span all stages (orange).

Opening
We populate the opening stage with three views that can be used to initiate and
exploratory search session:

− Our classical view augments the traditional keyword-based search window with a
tag-based overview of the information space content. The tag cloud normally
corresponds to the different information artefact types that are present in the
information space (e.g., photos, people, places, events). Additional tag clouds,
corresponding to e.g. the recently added items, popular items or important
information artefacts, can also be shown to improve user orientation and quick
access to information.
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− The faceted view corresponds to our faceted browser interface without any
selections. It is mostly used when we already have some information about user
preferences and are thus able to provide a personalized set of initial facets for
exploration. The faceted view also provides a search box for keyword queries and
starts by showing a set of random search results to give users a glimpse of the
information space contents.

− The history view supports information revisitation via the Semantic history map,
which semantically organizes a user’s search and browsing history. Here the users
can see an overview of explored topics during past exploration sessions and
quickly find and rediscover previously visited resources.

Midgame
After users make their initial query they proceed to the midgame stage where they
continuously refine their query and explore the search results. We populate the midgame
stage primarily with our enhanced faceted browser by extending the faceted view from the
opening with:

− Two result views (list view and matrix view) that provide result browsing.
− The search history tree, which provides orientation and history support.
− The graph view, which enables users to interactively explore the properties and
relations between individual information artefacts, and lies somewhere between
the midgame and the endgame as it can equally be used to find information
related to specific resource or to freely explore the collection.
The faceted browser also includes support for keyword-based search in information
artefacts and also in individual facets and restrictions. During the midgame, users can also
use query-by-example either by searching for similar information artefacts (similarity
evaluated via external tools) or by positively / negatively rating individual items and
supplying the ratings to an external evaluation agent which in turn can build a user
preference profile and supply a list of suitable results.

Endgame
While during typical fact retrieval, user sessions end with the endgame, in an exploratory
context, the opening-midgame-endgame process is of a more iterative nature and allows
users to return to a previous stage. We thus populate the endgame with tools that enable
the user to get a better understanding of the information space, to shape it or to simply
view its contents in a natural way:

− Our nested table view displays the properties of individual information artefacts,
which again can point to other information artefacts (thus a nested table). In
order to present information resources naturally, we propose to employ content
type specific views.
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− Our specialized image view enables users to view the photos similarly to popular
web-based photo galleries (e.g., supports image manipulation features such as
zoom, rotate or slideshows).

− The graph view enables users to interactively view the information artefacts as a
graph showing their relations and attributes. Again, the users can navigate the
graph in various ways including node expansion, manual node relocation, node
hiding, zooming or panning.

− The annotation view (after logging in) allows users to see a list of existing or
optional properties of individual information artefacts and edit them, e.g. by
selecting some of the predefined values or by creating entirely new ones.

4.5

Faceted browser extensions

Since the faceted browsing paradigm is principal to our approach, we extend the request
handling of faceted browsers with additional stages that perform specific tasks. We extend
search results processing with result recommendation which includes support for result
annotation and adaptation (Figure 24, centre right). We employ external tools that
evaluate the relevance of individual search results, e.g., by means of concept comparison
with the user model. Subsequently, we reorder search results or annotate them with
additional information. For example, in the domain of scientific publications, we can
display the suitability of an article, based on its estimated relevance to the user's research,
as background colour or via emoticons.
To facilitate automatic user modelling, we log events that occurred as results of user
interaction with the browser and the current logical display state of the browser via a user
modelling server (Figure 24, bottom right). The logging of user actions is closely tied to
updates in the user model and subsequent updates of the relevance model (Figure 24, top
left), which is crucial for our faceted personalization engine.
Facet processing is extended with facet recommendation, which includes the
adaptation, annotation and recommendation of facets and restrictions (Figure 24, bottom
left), which improve orientation and guidance support, reduce information overload and
alleviate some disadvantages of faceted classification. If the set of available facets is
insufficient, we use dynamic facet generation to add new facets at run-time on a per user
basis (Figure 24, centre left) thus allowing the user to refine the search query and
improving support for open information spaces.
Facet generation examines the metadata describing the schema of the presented
information space and identifies specific (predefined) patterns that correspond to different
facet types and generates the corresponding widgets and mappings for their use in the
graphical user interface of the browser. We also take advantage of this metadata to generate
the result overviews (i.e., list view, matrix view), which display relevant properties of
information artefacts.
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Figure 24. Request handling of our faceted semantic browser, extensions are shown in blue.

Lastly, we integrate the faceted view with specific views that augment its functionality as
outlined in section 7. Users can start graph exploration sessions by exploring the properties
of specific search results (graph centred on the result) or view resources discovered in the
graph view via the faceted browser. The faceted browser can also be used for batch editing
of information artefacts via the annotation view, where users first find and select resources
via the faceted browser and next (batch) edit their properties via annotation view.

4.6

Validation overview

Although some of the presented research was performed individually, a large part of it was
also performed as part of several research projects conducted at the Institute of Informatics
and Software Engineering, Slovak University of Technology (see Appendix A).
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While many information retrieval methods can be evaluated statistically, e.g., by
computing precision and recall statistics, in many cases such exact evaluations cannot be
performed for approaches dealing with user interaction and user interfaces for adaptive
systems. The evaluation of such approaches can be done via experiments described as user
studies, such as (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003) or (Wang, Jing, He, Du, & Zhang,
2007). Ideally, evaluation methodologies are well-known, defined beforehand and
performed on several variants of a test system against a baseline system which might either
by an existing system suitable for benchmarking or a system made using the best or most
common features of comparable systems (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003).
Furthermore, layered evaluation principles should be employed to effectively separate
evaluation of individual stages of the information processing process – data collection, data
interpretation, user modelling, adaptation selection and adaptation application
(Paramythis & Weibelzahl, 2005).
However, the novelty of the exploratory search field and the general immaturity
and unavailability of methodologies for task design and browser evaluation makes exact
analytical validation of user-centred exploratory search approaches difficult if at all possible
(Kules, Capra, Banta, & Sierra, 2009).
Consequently, we aim to evaluate our approach via a mixed set of exact
experiments, practical user studies and proof of concept validation of individual
approaches. We developed and performed experiments with two prototypes of our faceted
semantic browser Factic in three different application domains (see Appendix B for a
detailed description of the evaluation environment and Appendix C for a description of
the used domain and user models):

− online job offers (project NAZOU),
− scientific publications (project MAPEKUS) and
− image collections (project PeWePro).
First Factic prototype in projects NAZOU and MAPEKUS
Our first Factic prototype was developed as part of the evaluation framework for projects
NAZOU and MAPEKUS. The purpose of Factic was to evaluate the personalization aspects
of our approach and to serve as a major integration platform for other tools (realizing different
approaches) within the evaluation framework. Consequently, it was strongly tied to other
parts of the evaluation framework, mainly the user modelling back-end and also other
tools that worked as optional plug-ins improving its functionality (see Figure 25).
Our Factic presentation tool was the main user interaction tool in the personalized
presentation layer of the common portal framework where it provided query construction,
execution and result exploration functionality. Factic forwarded its internal user events to
the user modelling back-end represented by our SemanticLog tool, which gathered
evidence of user actions which was processed by the LogAnalyzer tool realized by Michal
Barla (Barla, Tvarožek, & Bieliková, Rule-Based User Characteristics Acquisition from
Logs with Semantics for Personalized Web-Based Systems, 2009).
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Figure 25. Architecture of the evaluation framework in projects NAZOU and MAPEKUS. The
main portal incorporates the underlying presentation tools, such as Factic (top left), which in turn
communicate with the user modelling layer comprised of logging and inference agents (centre).
Individual plug-ins that enhance the functionality of presentation tools are within the application
logic layer and include information retrieval agents, and relevance and similarity evaluation agents
(bottom).

To provide better user experience, Factic was integrated with these additional tools:

− CriteriaSearch, which provided users with advanced search capability and also
served for similarity evaluation;

− TopK-UpreA-IGAP tools chain, which evaluated explicit user feedback into
abstract user characteristics and provided content-based similarity search by
returning the K best results based on the inferred characteristics;

− ConCom and JDBSearch, which also served for the evaluation of aggregate
similarity and subsequent search for the best (i.e., most similar) results.
The implementation of the first Factic prototype was strongly constrained by the
limitations of the evaluation framework, which was restricted to open-source technologies.
As a result, Java had to be selected as the implementation language, Apache Cocoon as the
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corresponding web application framework and Sesame and MySQL as the database backend. In practice, the use of Java and open-source solutions turned out to be a bad choice
(although we had little choice) due to low performance of the XML pipeline based Apache
Cocoon framework, Java memory limitations and the overall situation with open-source
solutions (i.e., lacking or inaccurate documentation, missing functionality, to-be-done
features).
Specifically the Sesame ontological repository had poor scalability and due to Java
memory limitations had to be switched to MySQL backed storage instead of in-memory
storage what further decreased performance for larger datasets. Consequently, we were
practically limited to experiments with smaller manually created data sets of job offers or
subsets of the entire publications dataset.
Since our goal was to evaluate the personalization aspects of our solution, we
devised the domain models and the corresponding user models with personalization
requirements in mind. Thus the domain models describe the respective application
domains in detail and also provide several classifications of information that describe
search results and can consequently be used as user characteristics (see Appendix C). The
job offer datasets contained hundreds of job offers populated mostly by manually by users
or augmented with specialized tools. Larger datasets were impractical due to two reasons:

− Scalability of the Sesame v1.2.x database back-end was poor, larger datasets had
high memory requirements necessitating the shift towards MySQL backed storage
what further degraded practical performance.

− Population of larger datasets manually was not possible due to the amount of
effort required while at the same time fully automated approaches could not
populate enough information for evaluation to make sense (i.e., they could only
populate the title and location of a job offer, but could not classify it using the
available hierarchies neither provide details such as salaries).
The description of the specific experiments performed to evaluate the usefulness of our
facet personalization approach in the job offers domain via a user study and to gathered
feedback on its design is given in chapter 5 (Tvarožek & Bieliková, Personalized Faceted
Navigation in the Semantic Web, 2007).

Second Factic prototype in project PeWePro
We developed the second Factic prototype to address the shortcomings of the first
prototype and to evaluate additional aspects of our approach including interface
generation and multi-paradigm exploration (Tvarožek & Bieliková, Reinventing the Web
Browser for the Semantic Web, 2009). We specifically aimed to improve on the
implementation aspects with respect to memory consumption, performance and overall
support for the used environment. We implemented the second Factic prototype in
Microsoft Silverlight 3 with C#/.NET as the implementation language. We also changed
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the static, heavily server-side architecture into a client-side lightweight browser in
Silverlight and a set of server-side services (see Figure 26).
We developed these server-side services:

− The Factic faceted search engine service, which performs faceted queries over the
ontological repository and also generates the corresponding facets.

− The Steltecia repository access service, which provides generic high-level
read/write access to the underlying ontological database.

− The SemanticLog logging services, which performs logging of user actions.
− Support services, as required by plug-ins to provide additional functionality such as
web page screenshots.

Figure 26. Architecture of the second Factic prototype in project PeWePro. The server includes web
(WCF) services for faceted search (Factic), ontological repository access (Steltecia), and event logging
(SemanticLog) for global statistics tracking (right). All services store their data in a common
ontological repository in Sesame.

In addition to the faceted browsing functionality, we also integrated these additional plugins with the client-faceted browser:

− Photo browser, which allows users to view the photo collection in an intuitive way,
similar to popular web-based photo galleries, such as Flickr or Picasa.

− Graph view, which allows users to explore the relations between resources via
interactive graph-based visualization.

− Annotation pane, which allows authorized users to (batch) edit the properties of
selected resources via a generated form widget using the Steltecia service.
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− Search history tree, which allows users to view the session history (e.g., queries and
query modifications, result exploration) and quickly return to a previous state.
The new architecture and evaluation environment enabled us to realize a large part of the
functionality in the client browser which resulted in a decrease in the number of required
server-side calls and thus also decreased network latency and application response time.
This was further improved via asynchronous request processing and caching on both sides.
To improve database performance, we switched the database back-end from Sesame
v1.2 to the next version of Sesame 2 which already supported the W3C standard query
language SPARQL in addition to the proprietary SeRQL language. This enabled us to
work with standard repositories which support the SPARQL endpoint interface (i.e., lifted
the restriction on using Sesame), although due to the read-only nature of SPARQL, we
still had to use SeRQL for database updates. As a side effect of Sesame 2, SPARQL queries
and query aggregation, the overall query performance was much improved.
We used the second Factic prototype in the digital image domain to validate
additional aspects of our solution – facet and result overview generation and the novel
graph-view exploration approach. The description of individual experiments is given in
chapters 6 and 7 after elaborating on individual approaches.

5 Personalized Recommendation
We employ personalization to improve user orientation in the information space, provide
user guidance and reduce information overload. Our goal is mainly to provide users with
additional information that would empower them to make their own decisions more
effectively instead of relying only on automatic adaptation which might not work as
expected. Nevertheless, we also provide direct adaptation, for example, the hiding of less
relevant facets or the selection of only the most relevant attributes for visualization (others
available on user demand).
Our personalized recommendation approach is mostly used during interface
generation to evaluate what things should be generated and next how they should be
generated and personalized to suit the need of the current user and his context (e.g., task at
hand, position in the information space). We thus primarily:

− Recommend facets by reordering them and hiding less relevant ones thus reducing
the number of facets to an acceptable level (otherwise it is possible to generate and
thus display too many facets).

− Recommend facet restrictions and annotate them with additional information
providing user guidance and navigation support while reducing the number of
clicks necessary to reach specific search results.

− Select and order result attributes shown in result overviews based on their estimated
importance to the user. We also can select the most suitable view to present the
results in or show/hide specific attributes of results in our graph exploration view.
Our adaptation approach relies on an implicitly created user model acquired by
continuous tracking of user actions within the browser and their successive evaluation into
a user model, which in turn is used to derive a relevance model for resources in the
processed information space. The key aspect of our user modelling approach is the
semantic logging of user actions as they occur in the faceted browser preserving their
semantics (e.g., what exactly happened, what resources were affected) as opposed to
traditional web server logs, which only story implicit information in request URLs and
lack the detailed information required for quick in-session user characteristics estimation.
Each logged event uses our event ontology to specify the semantics of the respective user
action and also references the domain and user ontologies as required.
As opposed to most existing approaches, we perform personalization primarily on the
client side (i.e., in the client browser), which has two benefits:

− Personally sensitive data is kept entirely on the client side thus preserving privacy.
Optional server-side user modelling and statistics tracking can be enabled to
further improve user models and provide social information to authorized users.

− Server-side services (e.g., search engines or repositories) do not necessarily need to
have support for adaptation as this is performed by our browser on the client side,
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thus providing personalization for all information resources without additional
cost as no server modifications are necessary (providing that standardized
semantic metadata are available).

5.1

User characteristics model

Typically adaptation is performed based on a user context model, which describes in detail
the characteristics and preferences of users as well as the time, location and properties of
the device and network they use. This is especially important for the usability of mobile
applications, where screen space, network bandwidth or input capabilities are limited.
The information used by an adaptive system to perform user adaptation can be
acquired by various means and from different sources. The user can either explicitly enter
the information (e.g., into a form) or user characteristics might be acquired implicitly by
observing user behaviour (e.g., automatic user action logging with successive data mining).
Either way, the kinds of data acquired belong to one of these categories:

− Personal characteristics describe the user’s knowledge about specific concepts in
case of educational systems, the user’s background, preferences or individual traits.
These can be subdivided into (Brusilovsky, 1996):

− Knowledge of the respective subject, often used via an overlay model.
− Goals or tasks related to the user’s reason for using the system.
− Background and experience describing the background of the user such as his
profession, education, work experience, and his/her experience with the
structure and usage of the adaptive system.

− Preferences describing the general preferences (interests, likes or dislikes) of the
user, which cannot be directly inferred.

− Environment characteristics describe the place where the user is or the current time.
− Device characteristics describe the technological aspects of the device, which the
user uses to access the system (e.g., screen resolution or network bandwidth).

− Social characteristics describe the relationships with other users.
Device characteristics are especially important for mobile applications where the available
resources in terms of computing power, screen space, control options (keys/joystick,
keyboard/touch screen) and power are very limited. For example, the typical screen size of
a mobile phone is about 100 times smaller than that of a typical desktop computer, which
results in completely different usage requirements (Smyth & Cotter, 2004).
Since an updated user (context) model is required for successful adaptation, a
continuous user modelling process must be used to constantly update the model based on
user interaction. We do this automatically by employing implicit feedback based on the
observation of user behaviour (Barla, Tvarožek, & Bieliková, Rule-Based User
Characteristics Acquisition from Logs with Semantics for Personalized Web-Based Systems,
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2009) using an integrated framework for user evidence acquisition and preference
inference (Andrejko, Barla, Bieliková, & Tvarožek, Softvérové nástroje pre získavanie
charakteristík používateľa, 2006). We focused primarily on the acquisition of user actions
performed during exploratory sessions, while the actual evaluation of log records via
specialized inference agents was done by Michal Barla.
We also forward explicit user feedback (e.g. result ratings) to external user
modelling and search tools that in turn return results tuned to the estimated user
characteristics (Gurský, Horváth, Novotný, Vaneková, & Vojtáš, 2006).

5.2

Model for relevance evaluation

The user modelling back-end provides us with several sources of adaptation, which we
employ with different weights depending on how closely related they are to the current
user task (Figure 27):

− In-session user behaviour – user navigation, facet and restriction selection during
the current user session (i.e., user clicks). Frequent use of specific items indicates
higher relevance to the current task or user interest in the corresponding domain
concepts. For example, if ConferencePaper is selected as the publication type,
showing user interest, additional facets associated with the domain concept
Conference are likely to be generated in order to allow users to refine queries.

− Short/long term user model – user characteristics acquired during multiple sessions
described by their relevance to the user and the confidence in their estimation in
the range 0,1 . High attribute (restriction) relevance in the user model denotes
good choices for facet generation and restriction recommendation.

− Similar/related user models are assumed to belong to users with similar needs and
are thus used for relevance evaluation if user specific data is unavailable or has low
confidence. Social user context can be exploited by assigning custom weights to
specific relations between users resulting in social recommendation. Moreover, if
usage data about other users are “publicly” available, users might directly browse
the trails of their peers (e.g., see what images their friends viewed or what papers
their colleagues downloaded).

− Global usage statistics computed from the overall relevance and usage of individual
domain concepts (e.g., facets, restrictions, target objects – be it images,
publications or job offers) from all user models. The overall “popularity” of facets
and restrictions increases the likelihood of their recommendation for a specific
user, especially if his or her specific preferences are unknown or have low
confidence.
Let

be the local relevance of facet for user . We define
as the cross relevance of determined as the average local relevance for all users
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weighted by their similarity to user (1), and
its mean local relevance for all users (2).
∑

,
|

∑
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|
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as the global relevance of

defined as

(1)
(2)

To evaluate the user similarity weight dist , we employ external concept comparison
tools. Alternatively, similarity can be evaluated as the weight between users in a social
network or the sum of differences between relevance of specific concepts between users (3).

Figure 27. Overview of our user modelling-personalization loop (in blue) and the used sources of
adaptation in descending order of weights (in-session behaviour, short- and long-term user
preferences, and global usage statistics).

dist

,

∑

(3)

We define
as the temporary in-session relevance of facet determined as the
percentage of user clicks on facet from the total number of clicks (4). Static relevance
defines the relevance of facet based on the user model and the respective
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confidence in the relevance estimation (5). Dynamic relevance
defines the total
relevance of facet based on the user model and current in-session user behaviour (6).
C
T

X

(4)

C

1

(5)
(6)

Figure 28 show an example of relevance model evaluation for Alice based on a total of
three users. In the example, we employ the social weight W for cross relevance
computation instead of user similarity based on local relevance. We see that in the final
relevance evaluation S(Alice), the high local relevance for i:hasTopic and rdf:type=i:Image
for Alice has been further reinforced via cross-relevance. Similarly, although Alice has no
record in the user model for i:hasWeather, the high social weight towards Mary had
increased its relevance above i:hasAuthor, which is in itself irrelevant to Alice.

Figure 28. Example of relevance model evaluation for Alice based on social network weights W
assigned to cross relevance between Alice, John and Mary (top). In user models R denotes relevance
and C denotes confidence (centre); in the relevance model, G denotes global relevance based on local
user, L denotes local relevance, while C denotes cross relevance based on social weights W. The final
static relevance based on the user models S considers local, global and cross relevance (bottom).
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Personalization method overview

Our facet personalization approach is based on the request processing scheme shown in
Figure 24, p. 54 and works be executing steps in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1: Facet personalization
Input: event, facets, relevanceModel, userModel
Output: facets, activeFacets, results, resultViews, eventLog
1. update query with event
2. foreach characteristic in userModel do
3.
update relevanceModel with characteristic
4. end foreach
5. if usableFacets < K then
6.
add generateDynamicFacets() to facets
7. end if
8. foreach facet in facets do
9.
updateFacetState(facet, query)
10. updateFacetRelevance(facet, relevanceModel)
11. end foreach
12. sort facets by relevance
13. activeFacets facets[1..K]
14. foreach facet in activeFacets do
15. sort facet.restrictions by label
16. facet.annotation annotateFacet(facet, relevanceModel, userModel)
17. foreach restriction in facet.restrictions do
18.
restriction.annotation annotateRestriction(restriction, relevanceModel, userModel)
19. end foreach
20. end foreach
21. results retrieveResults(query)
22. foreach result in results do
23. updateResultRelevance( result, relevanceModel)
24. result.annotation annotateResult(result, relevanceModel, userModel)
25. sort result.attributes by relevance
26. add createView(result, result.attributes[1..L] to resultViews
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27. end foreach
28. sort results by relevance
29. store event in eventLog
Facet personalization is part of the request processing in the faceted browser and takes
place once a user performs an event within the browser. First, the current query is updated
based on the supplied user. Next the relevance model is updated based on the current user
model, which may have been changed by user model inference agents due to previous user
actions.
If the set of available facets is too small (i.e., smaller than a given K), we try to
generate new facets based on the domain ontology schema (see chapter 6). The current set
of facets is then updated with respect to the current query and the relevance of each facet is
recomputed based on the updated relevance model. We select the K most relevant facets as
active facets by first ordering all facets based on their relevance and then selecting the topK facets. Note that the relevance of the last used facet is automatically boosted to keep it at
the top of the list.
For each facet we sort facet restrictions based on their labels and add annotations
either based on relevance (i.e., traffic light colours), history from the user model (i.e.,
background colour) or external annotation approaches such as the Panda tool in project
NAZOU (Návrat & et.al, 2007).
The results of the current query are retrieved and ordered based on their relevance
computed as an aggregate value from the relevance of their attributes. Similarly to facets,
annotations are generated based on estimated relevance or via external tools. The most
relevant attributes of search results are added to the final result view, which is then
rendered to the user in the result overview.
Lastly, the event is stored in the event log for later processing by external user
model acquisition agents (Barla, Tvarožek, & Bieliková, Rule-Based User Characteristics
Acquisition from Logs with Semantics for Personalized Web-Based Systems, 2009).

5.4

Facet and restriction recommendation

Based on the computed relevance, facet adaptation processes facets and adapts them at
run-time to the specific needs of individual users in these steps (see Figure 29):

− Facet ordering – all facets are ordered in descending order based on their relevance
with the last used facet always being at the top.

− Active facet selection – the number of active facets is reduced to K (2 or 3) most
relevant facets since many facets are potentially available. Inactive facets are used
for queries but their contents are not updated, disabled facets are unused. Both
inactive and disabled facets are still available on demand.
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Figure 29. Example from our first prototype showing facet adaptation, annotation and restriction
recommendation with active, and inactive facets (left), also showing a list view of search results with
attributes and additional operations (right).

− Facet and restriction annotation – active facets are annotated with tooltips
describing the facet, numbers of instances satisfying each restriction and the
relative number of instances satisfying each restriction via font size/type.

− Facet restriction recommendation – the most relevant restrictions in a facet are
marked as recommended (e.g., with background colour or “traffic lights”)
effectively providing shortcuts to deeply nested restrictions.
Furthermore, the adaptation of search results adapts the displayed attributes of instances
based on their relevance (i.e., what attributes are presented and their ordering). Using
external evaluation tools, we also optionally add annotations to specific instances based on
their “suitability” and reorder instances based on their personalized ranking specific for
each user (e.g., acquired from explicit user feedback given by rating instances).

5.5

Search result recommendation

Based on the computed relevance and the results of external tools, we perform these
recommendation steps (see Figure 29):
1) Search result ordering – we support simple results ordering – unordered results or
ordered based on a single attribute (e.g., date). Additionally, we employ external
ordering (relevance evaluation) tools, which either evaluate relevance based on
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common global preferences, or on personalized ratings constructed from explicit
user feedback (i.e., rating of instances) (Gurský, Horváth, Novotný, Vaneková, &
Vojtáš, 2006). Furthermore, we employ external similarity evaluation tools, which
enable users to search for instances similar to a given search result (Návrat & et.al,
2007).
2) Search result annotation – individual search result attributes are annotated similarly
to facets and restrictions. Tooltips show their meanings (rdfs:comment) or their
properties from the domain ontology. Alternatively, external annotation tools are
used to provide custom (personalized) annotations generated from the domain
and user ontologies(Návrat & et.al, 2007). For example, in the movie domain, we
can display the suitability of a movie, based on its estimated relevance to the user’s
preferences, as background colour or via emoticons.
3) View adaptation – we support several adaptive views – simple overview, extended
overview, thumbnail matrix or detailed view, which display increasingly more
detailed information about individual search results (for details see chapter 7).

5.6

Discussion and evaluation

We used our first prototype to evaluate the usefulness of our facet personalization
approach in the job offers domain (Project NAZOU) and partially in the scientific
publications domain (Project MAPEKUS). Individual experiments were performed with
the common evaluation framework that in addition to our faceted browser Factic also
contained additional tools for user modelling (Barla, Tvarožek, & Bieliková, Rule-Based
User Characteristics Acquisition from Logs with Semantics for Personalized Web-Based
Systems, 2009) and relevance and similarity evaluation (Gurský, Horváth, Novotný,
Vaneková, & Vojtáš, 2006).
Our aim was to perform a user study and to gather feedback on the design of our
faceted browser prototype (Tvarožek & Bieliková, Personalized Faceted Navigation in the
Semantic Web, 2007). The goal was to validate three aspects of our approach:

− User action acquisition with semantics; this includes the capability to capture and
evaluate user actions, and the ability to derive meaningful user characteristics for
successive personalization.

− Efficiency and scalability with respect to large information spaces; this includes the
response time of the browser, the time required to find results of faceted queries
and the time required to refresh facets for different complexity of queries.

− Personalization based on the acquired user characteristics; this includes the total task
time to complete a given user scenario and the number of mouse clicks required
to formulate the faceted queries and browse the search results.
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Data
We employed the ontological datasets from projects NAZOU and MAPEKUS for
evaluation, whose detailed description can be found in Appendix C. The primary job offer
dataset was used in different sizes with 101, 410 and 717 job offer instances and a total of
about 700 classes. Of these, the first 101 instances were manually populated with the rest
being automatically acquired via acquisition tools Ontea and Wrapper in project NAZOU
(Návrat & et.al, 2007). While a larger dataset could have been used, the quality (i.e., the
accuracy, correctness and completeness) of the automatically acquired instances was
unsatisfactory for evaluation.
Our secondary dataset of publications from project MAPEKUS was automatically
acquired from popular digital libraries (ACM DL, SpringerLink, DBLP). Since the entire
dataset was too large for practical evaluation (hundreds of thousands of publications), we
used a subset of the acquired ontology with roughly 10,000 selected publication instances
from the IT field.

Methodology
To evaluate user action acquisition, we employed the SemanticLog logging service, which
supplied the recorded events to the user modelling back-end provided by the LogAnalyzer
inference agent developed by Michal Barla (Barla, Tvarožek, & Bieliková, Rule-Based User
Characteristics Acquisition from Logs with Semantics for Personalized Web-Based Systems,
2009). In this experiment, we manually predefined several different user profiles (e.g.,
senior programmer in San Francisco with high salary preferences) and asked users to
behave based on these user profiles. We directly observed the estimated user model and
compared it to the predefined user profiles and discovered a very high degree of
consistency. The user modelling back-end was able to almost perfectly match the
predefined user profiles thanks to the underlying semantics and mining rules. With
increasing time spent in the system, the relevance and confidence in the inferred user
model was also sufficiently high for personalization. We also indirectly evaluated user
characteristics acquisition by evaluating the personalization engine assuming that if
personalization was successful, user characteristics acquisition was also successful.
In order to evaluate the scalability, we experimented with the faceted browser using
differently sized data sets in the job offers domain (101, 410 and 717 instances
respectively) and publications (9996 and 770,000 instances). In each case, users were asked
to execute a given user scenario and find a suitable set of job offer instances. Their goal was
to find job offers suitable for programmers in California with a start date in October 2005
(there was a total of 9 job offers satisfying these conditions). The publications domain was
used primarily for scalability evaluation as it was automatically acquired and the overall
completeness of the ontology was very limited for practical evaluation (i.e., it contained
too few facets with actual data).
We conducted the experiment with 5 IT proficient users and measured the time
required to perform individual actions in the browser (e.g., initialization with a data set,
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facet selections, facet refresh times, result refresh times), and the total task times and
number of mouse clicks required to find the desired set of search results. To evaluate the
effects of personalization, we run experiments in three adaptation modes:

− Without adaptation; the baseline approach, where no enhancements were used and
all 11 facets were active all the time. To emulate the effects limited facet
evaluation, we also used this mode with fewer facets by initially selecting the first
K facets and then the last used facet thereafter.

− With adaptation; the intermediate approach, where we adaptively selected K active
facets that were visible, ordered facets based on their estimated relevance and hid
less relevant facets.

− With recommendation; the fully personalized approach, where in addition to active
facet selection, ordering and hiding we also selected and recommended the most
relevant restrictions in facets.
To work around the cold start problem, we bootstrapped the user model with the
corresponding user profiles in the first (non-adaptive) session, when the user modelling
took place via SemanticLog and LogAnalyzer and then used this model in the second and
third sessions with personalization. Since each user had the original user profile at hand
during the experiment and the user modelling back-end had a high success rate, we only
present result for one scenario (results for other scenarios were consistent). Although the
order of individual experiments was fixed – non-adaptive, adaptive without
recommendation, adaptive with recommendation, due to user modelling constraints, the
variation between users was small. Since the primary limiting factor has been the response
time (i.e., the time required to refresh the user interface), we surmise that the actual order
of the experiments had little effect on the outcome.

Results and lessons learned
Based on our observation of semantic logging and user characteristics evaluation, the user
modelling back-end worked as expected and discovered relevant user characteristics matching
the initial user profiles based on which users behaved. Still, we noticed a significant delay
when logging was enabled via the SemanticLog web service. Depending on the current view
state, event logging took longer than the actual processing of the faceted browser and
output generation due to web service communication overhead and network latencies.
This forced us to modify our logging service to a direct logging approach of the view states
into the database effectively omitting the web service for the most part. This design
modification was implemented before the actual personalization experiments took place.
Our scalability evaluation discovered serious issues with the scalability of the
Sesame ontological repository which in turn resulted in poor performance of our browser.
Figure 30 shows the achieved response for different user actions and dataset sizes (shown
in brackets – job offers 101, 410, 717 instances, 9996 publications) without adaptation.
Result refresh times were usually in the 10-100 ms range for simple or no queries and in
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the 100-1000 ms range for faceted queries with multiple restrictions. Facet refresh times
were much longer due to the increasing number of restrictions that had to be computed in
the 1-100 second range which made the browser effectively unusable.
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Figure 30. Experimental results showing the dependency of refresh times on performed actions (in
columns) and dataset size (shown in brackets). Facet refresh times correspond to the recalculation of
facet contents while result refresh times correspond to the time required to calculate the set of result
URIs.

This was mostly due to the high complexity of hierarchical faceted queries (e.g., location)
which result in a high branching factor and thus high time complexity in addition to the
growing size of the data set. Already with a 717 instance dataset, facet refresh times
reached 92.9 seconds, which only dropped with additional facet refinements that reduced
the branching factor although 49 seconds is still too much for being practical.
Consequently, our observations confirmed the theoretical linear dependency between
restriction time and facet refresh times.
We next explored the facet refresh times with respect to the number of active facets.
We defined 11 facets based on the domain ontology of job offers although the ontology
would allow us to define many more with an even higher branching factor. Since it is not
possible to pre-compute all possible restriction combinations, they must be computed at
runtime. For N facets and an average facet branching factor K, the theoretical complexity
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for restriction updates in facets is O(N * K), with the total number of possible
combinations being KN.
Our evaluation showed that adaptive selection of active facets (i.e., fully rendered)
can significantly reduce information overload (i.e. the number of facets a user must
examine) and thus total processing time which depends roughly linearly on the number of
displayed facets (see Figure 31). While without adaptation 9 clicks and about 300 seconds
were required, with adaptation the number of clicks increased to 10-11 since the right
facets were not always active and thus had to be manually enabled. Still, this resulted in
shorter refresh times and thus shorter total task times around 63-296 seconds.
Recommendation of suitable restrictions based on the user model further improved
total task time to 36-61 seconds and also decreased the number of necessary clicks to 5-6
due to the effective creation of navigational shortcuts that allowed users to skip several
clicks by directly selecting suitable restrictions within a restriction hierarchy. As before, the
number of clicks increased as the number of active facets decreased as more facets had to
be manually activated.
Based on our experiments we discovered that K, the ideal number of active facets
seems to be between 1-3 with adaptation or recommendation. Without recommendation,
the ideal number of facets seems to be 1 so that the user can select the facet manually and
save on refresh times, which however defeats the purpose of having facets in the first place.
Still, the ideal number of active facets would also depend on the domain.
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Figure 31. Experimental results of personalization for different numbers of simultaneously active
facets in different adaptation modes (non-adaptive, with adaptation, with recommendation).
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Despite the very positive feedback and highly promising results, we encountered issues in
the form of several performance and scalability bottlenecks with remote repositories due to
repository querying limitations and network delays, which we addressed in our second
prototype:

− The cost of ontological queries is high and consequently, the processing of
ontological queries is slow. We were unable to resolve this problem although we
improved overall performance by caching data in Factic. Furthermore, the
ontological repository Sesame is rather immature – it is slow, unoptimized and
contains several bugs, which prevent correct evaluation of queries.

− SeRQL – the recommended query language for Sesame and thus Sesame lack
several important features such as COUNT() or ORDER BY. These must thus be
emulated by our application which further reduces performance.
While our approach proved to be particularly suited for the job offers domain – a very
complex information spaces with several deep hierarchical classifications (e.g., regions or
positions) and intricate concept relations, it was also useful for less complex domains –
publications and images. Still, specifically for large data sets in the publication domain in
the 700k instance range, the browser became unusable due to long response times in the
minutes range. We tried to address this by caching some results, but the performance of
Sesame was unsatisfactory and also bottlenecked in its inability to use enough memory for
a memory-based repository where a MySQL backed repository had to be used instead.

6 Adaptive View Generation
Our focus lies with the generation of exploratory search interfaces for the Semantic Web
environment, although this can be somewhat generalized towards the Deep Web and even
legacy Web environment. In order to support exploratory search and achieve these goals,
we need to support three parts of user experience:

− Query construction, which includes the initial construction of an exploratory search
query, its modification and execution; to support multi-paradigm search and
exploration based on our previous work, we need to support keyword-based,
view-based (faceted) and content-based (query-by-example) query construction.

− Result browsing, which includes the rendering of suitable result overviews,
selection of result ordering and the displayed result attributes, and support for
effective selection of individual results for further exploration.

− Resource exploration, which includes the detailed presentation of individual
resources, their attributes and relationships with other existing resources.
We address these issues by generating a set of user interfaces each supporting the
individual stages of the exploratory search process. We generate:

− Faceted browser interfaces for advanced query construction and modification.
− Result overviews for effective presentation of selected result attributes.
− Graph-based exploration views for incremental horizontal exploration of semantic
resources and their relations with other resources.
We focus on querying interface generation and thus primarily describe faceted browser
interface generation. The use and generation of interfaces for result browsing and
exploration – result overviews, editing views and graph views is covered in chapter 7.

6.1

Facet Generation

During facet generation, we examine metadata describing the information space, identify
patterns corresponding to facets, construct facet restrictions based on the identified
metadata and map the resulting facet onto the graphical user interface and the semantic
back-end, which provides querying services. As such, facet generation must define these
facet properties:

− A facet template, which corresponds to a pattern found in domain metadata and
specifies the overall type and behaviour of the facet.

− A restriction template, which defines how the individual restrictions in the facet are
constructed and mapped onto the domain ontology.
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− A query template, which defines how the back-end query engine creates database
queries and maps them onto facet restrictions.

− A visualization and interaction template (i.e., the corresponding widget type),
which binds the facet to the graphical user interface and handles user input.
The purpose of the facet generation process is to identify specific predefined patterns in
the metadata and map them onto a set of predefined templates in three successive steps:
facet identification, construction and mapping as described below.

6.1.1

Facet identification

During the facet identification stage, we identify the facet template, restriction template
and query template as described in Algorithm 2:
Algorithm 2: Facet identification
Input: domainOntology, facetPatterns, query
Output: facetCandidates
1.

candidateProperties empty

2.
3.
4.

foreach patterns in facetPatterns do
add findCandidates(domainOntology, pattern) to candidateProperties
end foreach

5.
6.

foreach property in candidateProperties do
facetCandidate empty

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

if property is literal then
facetCandidate.facetTemplate literalFacet
else
facetCandidate.facetTemplate objectFacet
end if

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

if property is hasHierarchicalValues(property) then
facetCandidate.restrictionTemplate hierarchicalFacet
else
facetCandidate. restrictionTemplate enumerationFacet
end if

17.

facetCandidate.queryTemplate findQueryTemplate(property, query)

6 Adaptive View Generation
18.
19.
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add facetCandidate to facetCandidates
end foreach

We first search for eligible candidate properties by examining properties of individual
instance types and their transitively associated properties by trying to match predefined
facet patterns onto the ontology schema. Next, we identify specific facet types based on
low-level metadata facet templates.
We distinguish:

− object facet templates that correspond to properties having complex object values
(e.g., a class such as di:Author), and

− literal facet templates that correspond to properties having simple values (e.g.,
numbers, dates or strings).
In the example in Figure 32, di:createdBy is a suitable candidate property matching the
class-property-class pattern between di:Photo and di:Author resulting in a direct object facet
template; di:viewedCount is a suitable candidate property matching the class-property-literal
pattern between di:Photo and xsd:int resulting in a direct literal facet.

Figure 32. Example of a domain ontology of photos showing suitable candidate properties, e.g.
di:createdBy or di:viewedCount for the class-property-class and class-property-literal patterns
respectively.

Similarly, we define two restriction templates:

− enumeration, which corresponds to a flat list (e.g., days of the week), and
− hierarchical taxonomy, which corresponds to a hierarchical tree of values connected
via a transitive property in the domain model (e.g., a hierarchy of geographical
locations such as country-state-city-street).
We distinguish these query templates based on the instance-property relation:
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− Direct query template, which corresponds to the direct property pattern:
{instance} property {value}

− Indirect query template, which corresponds to the indirect property pattern:
{instance} property1 {} ... {} propertyN {value}
The identification of query templates depends on the instance types for which a facet is
generated, i.e. for one type a facet might be a direct facet while for another it might be an
indirect facet. For example, the facet for the author name (corresponding to the rdfs:label
property of the Author class) is a direct facet for the type di:Author whereas it is an indirect
facet for the type di:Photo. Thus our facet identification algorithm tries to match these
predefined templates onto the domain ontology metadata with respect to specific instance
types (e.g., specified in the current query), evaluates possible matches and forwards
matches to the facet construction stage.

6.1.2

Facet construction

Since in practice it is not desirable to generate all possible facets due to their large number,
efficient attribute selection is crucial in order to select the most suitable attributes based on
their relevance for specific users. Consequently, the purpose of the facet construction stage
is to select suitable facets for use and construct their descriptions for use within our faceted
browser as shown in Algorithm 3:
Algorithm 3: Facet construction
Input: facetCandidates, domainOntology, query, relevanceModel
Output: facets
1. facets empty
2. foreach facet in facetCandidates do
3.
if computeUsefulness (facet, domainOntology, query) < S then continue
4.
if computeRelevance(facet, relevanceModel) < T then continue
5.
6.

facet initializeFacet(facet, domainOntology)
facet.type selectType(facet, domainOntology)

7.

facet.restrictions initializeRestrictions(facet, domainOntology)

8.
add facet to facets
9. end foreach
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We first determine the usefulness of a facet candidate and discard useless facets (e.g., facets
that would have no restrictions, facets without corresponding results). Similarly, we
discard facets whose estimated relevance to the user would be too low.
As dynamically generated facets are created from either direct or indirect attributes
of instances, we propose different facet types (Figure 33):

− Simple facets – top-level facets based on direct or indirect attributes of target
instances, e.g. directly for images – the object, keywords or location, or indirectly
– the resolution of the camera used to take the photo.

− Nested facets – facets that in addition to (or instead of) a set of individual
restrictions contain a set of child facets, e.g. a facet that contains facets for the
impact, topics and location of a conference associated with a paper.
Direct attributes of target instances are always presented by means of direct facets. If only
one indirect attribute of an associated instance type is presented an indirect facet is used. If
multiple indirect attributes of the same type are presented, a nested facet can be used so
that each nesting level corresponds to one level of attribute indirection.

Figure 33. Facet types (left) and adaptation examples (right). Bold text is used for recommendation,
tooltips and instance counts for annotation.

Once a facet candidate is deemed suitable, its internal representation must be constructed
before it can be used in the browser. In the facet construction stage, we apply the
templates identified in the previous stage, construct facet restrictions based on the
restriction template, and persistently store facet metadata for future use.
The crucial step of facet construction is the initialization of facet restrictions using
the restriction template and the definition of the interaction mode. For enumeration facets,
the restriction list is constructed from the instances of the corresponding ontology class;
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for a hierarchical facet, the restriction tree is constructed based on the transitive property
connecting the values of the restrictions in the domain ontology.
Normally a facet can work as a list of restrictions from which users can select one or
more values, or as a search box where users can search for and select a specific restriction.
We determine the interaction mode based on the overall number of potential restrictions;
list mode is used for a small number of predefined values (e.g., days of the week), search
mode is used for large numbers of values (e.g., all cities on Earth). If an ordering of values
is defined in the ontology, we can also create restriction intervals to cover continuous
values (e.g., real numbers or dates).

6.1.3

Facet mapping

The last facet mapping stage selects a suitable user interface widget to render the generated
facet in the faceted browser, and maps the constructed facet and restriction values onto the
widget. The widget provides facet visualization and handles user interaction forwarding
events and facet metadata to the back-end search services, which use the query template and
the user selection in the facet to construct SPARQL queries in order to retrieve results
corresponding to the generated facet.
Although a broad range of potential interface widgets could be developed, such as
lists, histograms, maps, timelines, they were beyond our focus as automated discovery of
what specific visualization/interaction to use would likely prove difficult. Thus we only
employ list widgets at this time and leave the use of more advanced widget types as one
possible direction of future work.

6.2

Discussion and evaluation

We used our second prototype in the digital image domain with an image dataset
containing about 8,000 manually and semi-automatically annotated images to perform a
proof of concept experiment with our facet generation approach, and to perform a user
study with our graph exploration approach. The second prototype was realized as a clientside Silverlight application working inside a web browser, which allowed us to move user
specific functionality onto the client and also provide interactive features not supported by
HTML (e.g., the interactive graph view). We performed several experiments to validate
individual parts of our approach in the digital image domain.
Our goal was to validate our facet and result overview generation approach via a
proof of concept experiment with facet/overview generation approach. The goal is to verify
that our approach generates meaningful and usable facets for our personalized faceted
browser. Note that the goal is not to generate the best possible set of facets, but rather a
good enough set to use for personalization.
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Data
Our domain ontology of images is based on the popular Kanzaki EXIF ontology
(http://www.kanzaki.com/ns/exif) and contains about 8,000 manually and semiautomatically annotated images. The entire ontology consists of 35 classes, 50 properties
(including relations and attributes), more than 32,000 individuals and in excess of
150 000 facts. For individual photos, the ontology describes EXIF metadata as supplied by
the camera, information about formats in which the photos are available (e.g., resolution,
aspect ratios), and optional additional annotations such as the author, the object and
background of the photo, the place, overall theme and expression, lighting conditions,
weather and the event to which the photo belongs.

Methodology
In the proof of concept experiment, we generated facets from the available data and
examined how the original browser behaved in practice and whether the interface was still
usable for its intended purpose in terms of usability and performance. We performed
several experiments with and without personalization, and also after some changes in the
information space have been made.

Results and lessons learned
The experiments with facet generation proved the approach was viable for interface
generation with minimal performance impact. We successfully managed to distinguish
facet and restriction templates, direct query templates, and construct and map facets to
interface widgets and use them in our exploration interface without any significant
negative impact over manually created facets due to facet generation. Note that it is not
possible to quantitatively evaluate the “quality” of the generated set of facets, because there
is no “best” set of facets. Based on our experiments, we point out these lessons learned:

− Identification of direct query templates resulted in many facets being generated,
which we expected to handle at the personalization stage later in the browser.
However, this had negative impact on performance and we had to employ
selection metrics (e.g., based on significance) already during the facet
identification stage, similarly to (Oren, Delbru, & Decker, 2006).

− The identification of indirect query templates was limited due to the complexity
of selecting viable options. Consequently, either the identification algorithm must
be further refined or a workaround via indirect nested facets (i.e., facets in facets)
needs to be used complicating facet generation and mapping.

− During facet generation and result overview generation, blank nodes and helper
objects in the domain ontology caused problems as, e.g., empty, meaningless or
unnamed interface items were generated and had to be accounted for.
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− Some generated facets such as location eventually had too many restrictions (e.g.,
hundreds) making them unusable and significantly decreasing performance. This
required the change of the interaction mode from list mode to search mode, where
users could type in their desired restriction instead of selecting from a list of
hundreds of items. This problem could also be alleviated by prior hierarchical
structuring of the information space before facet generation.

− The users preferred alphabetical restriction ordering in facets; other orderings such
as relevance based or potency based had negative impact on user experience as
users were unable to seek in the restrictions which were in an unexpected order.

− The preferred ordering of facets was based on their relevance towards the current
task and secondarily, once the primary facets (principal to the task) were already
exhausted, based on their respective specificity (i.e., capability to further restrict
the information space to a smaller set of results).

− Using type/information specific facet widgets instead of list widgets would likely
improve usability in specific cases, such as date selection via calendars, location
selection via maps or timeline selection via histograms as was done in (Dörk,
Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008), but effectively generating mappings
for advanced widgets would be more complex.

7 Multi‐Paradigm Exploration
Multi-paradigm exploration constitutes the cornerstone of our approach by integrating a
set of search, navigation and visualization approaches into a comprehensive exploratory
search solution. We improve the opening-midgame-endgame scheme, originally proposed
in Flamenco, by adding user support for the individual stages and populating them with
additional complementary approaches to facilitate end-user grade exploration experience
(see Figure 34, which follows Figure 23 with added transitions). Our main focus in this
part of our approach is the integration of several specialized approaches into a single coherent
solution.

Figure 34. Overview of our multi-paradigm exploration approach showing the scope and
applicability of individual sub-approaches to specific stages of the exploration process. Search
approaches span primarily the opening and midgame (blue), content viewing, annotation and
browsing approaches focus on the endgame (green), while orientation support approaches span all
stages (orange).

Figure 34 also shows the overlap between individual approaches and the three stages of the
exploration process, which indicates the usefulness and applicability of a given approach
with respect to views employed in a specific exploration stage. Transitions between all
approaches within a group are normally possible, e.g. between the history view and search
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history tree, or table/photo view, graph view and annotation view. Transitions between
view groups are normally performed via the faceted view, i.e. are initiated from the faceted
view or return the user back to the faceted view (although technically, other transitions
would be possible too).

7.1

Searching and browsing

7.1.1

Classical view

Figure 35 shows the classical view which is based on the initial screens of existing web
search engines such as Google or Bing. In addition to the search box, we employ a tag
cloud-based multi-purpose view that can correspond to:

− Information artefact types thus giving users an overview of what kinds of
information can be explored (e.g., photos, events, regions).

− Tags (topics) of recently added or modified information artefacts thus giving users an
overview of what new information is available

− Popular information artefacts effectively providing social (either global or
community based) recommendation and providing users with an overview of
current trends.

Figure 35. Example of the class view from our second browser prototype, which is based on existing
initial search engine screens with a logo, search box and the additional tag cloud corresponding to
types of information artefacts (bottom).
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We normally only display one kind of a tag cloud although several tag clouds
corresponding to different information (e.g., recently visited resources, popular resources)
could be shown at once on larger screens also combined with the history view effectively
providing users with a homepage like experience.

7.1.2

Faceted view

Since prior work by Kules et al. has shown that users mostly use the facets and the result
overview when working with faceted browsers, we focused mainly on their improvement
(Kules, Capra, Banta, & Sierra, 2009). Our faceted view integrates these approaches (see
Figure 36):

− Faceted browsing based on the traditional layout with facets on the left, query at
the top and results in the centre.

− Adaptive search result overviews (list view, matrix view) providing users with quick
and easy understanding of the current result set.

− Search history tree based on interactive graph visualization for orientation and
history support.

− Query-by-example via search result rating or similarity search (performed via
external tools) which improves querying capability of users and supports the
exploration of similar information artefacts.

− Optional keyword-based full text search as a complementary approach to facetedand content-based search. Note that in the semantic web environment, there
normally is no full text to search so keyword based search is limited to the labels
and comments of resources.

Facet visualization
Our approach works with the notion of facet widgets (i.e., user interface controls), which
correspond to back-end (faceted) querying services. We distinguish two primary widget
categories:

− Object facet widgets correspond to associations of search results with specific
information artefacts (e.g., a photo associated with an author).

− Literal facet widgets correspond to associations of search results with literal values
(e.g., number or dates).
Consequently, objects widgets usually correspond to text-based lists of existing resource
labels, while literal widgets correspond to more abstract intervals or set s of possible values.
Both of these can be hierarchically organized either in a flat enumeration (e.g., days of the
week) or a deep taxonomy (e.g., ACM subject headings).
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Figure 36. Example of our tree-based history visualization showing an initial keyword query (top
left) and the successive faceted query refinements (left). The rest of the interface shows the list of
available facets (centre) and the list of search results (right).

Object facets typically correspond to different domain properties which can have either
few or many values. We thus devised two primary views for object facets:

− Hierarchical enumeration facet, which shows an exhaustive list of available values at
a given level with optional recommendations to specific restrictions.

− Hierarchical search facet, which shows the most relevant examples of restrictions
and provides a search (auto-complete) box where users can enter a specific value if
they know what they are looking for.
While there are several possible orderings of restrictions within facets (alphabetical, countbased, relevance-based), the users typically preferred alphabetical ordering of items which
allowed them to search for known values. Consequently, we primarily employed
alphabetical ordering of items in enumeration facets and relevance-/count- based ordering
in search facets.
Although type based visualization of object facets could be useful, e.g. via a map for
locations such as in VisGets (Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008), we
focused on the generic use of text-based visualization of facets.
Literal facets, such as dates or numbers can be seen as hierarchical intervals of values
(although not all literals necessarily have an ordering). Thus we employ literal enumeration
facets for discrete or nominal values and literal interval facets for ordinal values.
Additionally, we employ personalization to the ordering, hiding and selection of
facets and restrictions based on estimated user relevance (see chapter 5 for details of
personalization).
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Figure 37. Example of our first browser prototype showing facet personalization (left), list view
search results (centre) with query-by-example via rating and similarity search (right). The current
query is shown at the top along with result sorting options.

Query‐by‐example
Our query-by-example approach takes advantage of both implicit and explicit user
feedback. In the implicit feedback scenario, we evaluate similar information artefacts to a
user specified positive example via external concept comparison approaches (Návrat &
et.al, 2007) and present the results via our faceted browser, which enables users to perform
additional faceted exploration of the result set (see Figure 37).
In the explicit feedback scenario, we allow users to rate individual search results on
a five level Likert scale thus allowing users to select both positive and negative examples.
After a sufficient number of user ratings has been acquired, users can toggle the evaluation
of the ratings into a user preference model and the corresponding search for the best
matching search results, which is performed via external tools working with fuzzy logic and
multi-criteria top-k search (Gurský, Horváth, Novotný, Vaneková, & Vojtáš, 2006).

Adaptive result overviews
The results of user queries are first shown in result overviews in the faceted browser before
individual results can be explored in the endgame. We support several result overview
types which display increasingly more detailed information about search results. The
attributes of the displayed instances are adaptively chosen and ordered based on their
estimated relevance derived from the user model (see chapter 5.2). Moreover, since the
faceted browser can show instances of different types, users can seamlessly switch from
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browsing/searching for e.g., images to videos, then to actors and back to images. We
devised result overviews based on two levels of abstraction:

− The list view provides detailed information about search results by showing either
all or a personalized subset of search result attributes (see Figure 38).

− The matrix view provides a general overview of many results showing only their
labels and associated thumbnails (if applicable) with additional information being
provided in tooltips (see Figure 36, p. 86); additionally, it allows users to access
the annotation view for (batch) editing of information.

Figure 38. Example of the faceted view from our second browser prototype showing the facets (left),
current query (top) and the list view results overview showing all result properties (centre). The
Author facet corresponds to a direct object facet, while the Aspect ratio and Camera facets are
indirect object facets associated via an EXIF helper object with the original photo.

The list view is generated dynamically for each information artefact type and displays its
existing attributes, also accounting for multiple property values and both object-type
(shows labels) and data-type properties (shows values). In Figure 38, ListView shows
properties of a specific result directly derived from the domain ontology visualized as labelvalue pairs. While normally showing all result properties to maximize information, once
enough information about user preferences is present, the list view can be personalized to
select only the most relevant properties. This is done based on the estimated relevance of
individual result attributes, where the most relevance attributes are shown either up to a
given threshold, when scrollbars are used, or up to the given screen size (see section 5 for
details of personalization and relevance evaluation):
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− Customize the order of the presented attributes based on their relevance towards
the estimated user task and/or goal.

− Hide irrelevant or scarcely used attributes based on their relevance and global
usage statistics.
The matrix view provides a quick, high-level overview of the current search result set. It
also provides additional editing functions for the presented content (after logging in) via
the annotation view, which can be trigger after selecting one or more search results for
(batch) editing of their properties.
Both views also support the transition to content exploration views – the table view,
photo view and graph view, which are used during the endgame to explore individual
search result properties.

7.2

Result exploration

The endgame of the exploration process consists of individual result exploration, where
users need see and understand the properties (i.e., actual content) of the information
artefacts. We provide three types of exploration views:

− Textual attribute exploration via the nested table view for visualization of
information properties and the annotation view for their modification.

− Relation exploration via the graph view for interactive exploration of relations
between information artefacts.

− Content viewing via the image view, which renders associated content (i.e.,
photos) in a native user friendly way.

7.2.1

Textual result exploration

The table view recursively renders the properties of an individual search result in a nested
table thus providing users with an exhaustive visualization of the details associated with a
given resource (see Figure 39). Compared to some other existing approaches, which only
provide direct properties, the nested visualization improves user orientation by
maintaining the context of resources, as normally one would have to click a link to view
properties of other resources thus losing the original context.
One downside to this approach would be information overload, which again can be
addressed by personalization (see further chapter 5) and by allowing the user to selectively
expand the table entries (or graph nodes in section 7.2.2).
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Figure 39. Example of our first browser prototype showing the table view of a selected job offer. The
details in the bottom part show the nested table approach recursively rendering the properties of
associated resources.

The annotation view supports collaborative content creation by allowing authorized users
to create new information artefacts, modify or optionally delete existing ones via a
generated form-based interface (see Figure 40, left). Users can either enter entirely new
values or select pre-existing values from drop-down menus. Moreover, users can remove
property values or entire resources, create new resources and even alter the schema of the
repository (in ontologies schema and data are treated equally).
Similarly to result overviews, we generate the annotation view (accessible from
result overviews) separately for each specific resource type. We identify all applicable
properties from the domain ontology metadata, construct editing widgets based on
property types (e.g., text boxes with language selection or auto-complete combo boxes,
with single/multi-value support). Properties with existing values are shown first, while
properties without values are shown at the bottom (see Figure 40, left).
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Figure 40. Example of a generated matrix result overview showing image thumbnails (right), and
the correspondingly generated annotation pane for collaborative content creation (left).

7.2.2

Content‐sensitive result exploration

We provide domain specific visualizations based on resource type to support “natural”
access to information artefacts. As we also worked with an image collection, we devised a
specialized image view, which enables users to view the photos similarly to popular webbased photo galleries (see Figure 41). Image view supports image manipulation features
such as zoom, rotate or slideshows, it shows image thumbnails and can also display basic
image attributes.

7.2.3

Visual relation exploration

We provide visual result exploration support via a graph-based visualization of resource
properties. The graph exploration view consists of the graph visualization window,
predicate filtering windows and an options toolbar (see Figure 42). Users can access the
view either directly by typing in the URI of the node they wish to explore, or by exploring
a result found in faceted view.
The graph view is generated directly from a domain ontology showing individual
resources and their relations, also taking advantage of relevance evaluation from the
personalization engine. Relations are intentionally visualized as separate nodes connecting
resources to reduce information overload when one relation can have multiple values and
to improve graph layout. In Figure 42, the relation weather shown in the right part of the
graph would otherwise have to be displayed on all edges making the graph less readable.
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Figure 41. The photo view shows images via an interactive interface similar to popular web-based or
desktop photo galleries with support for slideshows, zooming, panning, image rotation, thumbnails
strip and additional customizations.

An exploration session starts when a user selects the first dark node (information artefact),
e.g. via facets or its URI. This shows selected resource (central node) and its properties (i.e.,
relations to other resources), which corresponds to a window or a view of the graph. Our
graph view supports incremental horizontal exploration of resources, as users can move the
view's focus to different nodes or further expand nodes to show their properties. I.e., users
can next move the visible window by selecting another central node, or incrementally
expand the view by expanding one or more of the visible nodes. The view in Figure 42 was
initiated by showing the node Trees (left) and expanding the node Sunny.
We visualize both resources and properties as nodes to reduce information overload
and to improve graph layout as a single property can connect multiple resources at the
same time. Dark nodes correspond to individual resources, white nodes correspond to
relations between them; arrows denote relation directions, node attributes (i.e., values of
literal properties) are normally hidden and only shown as tooltips after hovering over a
node. To make the graph understandable, we employ a force-based layout algorithm, but
also allow the user to fix and manually reposition nodes in the resulting graph.
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Figure 42. Example of our generated graph-view exploration interface. Dark nodes represent
individual resources, white nodes correspond to relations (top). Hovering over nodes shows the
attributes of a node (centre); additional tools include zooming, node hiding and history (right), with
additional filtering options for languages and data/schema only visualization (bottom). Note that the
colour scheme has been modified for printing purposes.

Apart from traditional view panning, users can use two zoom options – regular zoom
enlarges or shrinks the view, advanced zoom spatially expands dense node clusters to make
them less crowded. Lastly to further improve user orientation, we use personalization to
adapt the displayed properties and/or attributes, while also allowing users to manually
customize the visible properties of resources thus reducing information overload.

7.3

Revisitation and orientation support

The history view provides a tree-based visualization of search and browsing history that
improves user orientation within complex navigation sessions and provides revisitation
support for previously discovered (distributed) information during exploratory search
sessions. We continually record user actions performed within our browser (e.g., facet
selections, result exploration) and construct a tree of query modifications and result visits
(see Figure 36). The tree is shown to users while they are browsing and also stored for
future reference and processing.
We devised two interconnected approaches to revisitation support:

− Search History Tree – an in-session tree-based history visualization,
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− Semantic History Map – an interactive, semantically organized, graph-based
visualization of longer-term browsing history that shows the original context of
individual history entries.
Our method records user sessions (i.e., queries and visited web resources), identifies and
separates individual user goals (i.e., coherent user sessions with similar terms), preserves
their context by persistently storing history trees corresponding to relations between
queries and visited web resources, and ultimately synthesizes navigable graphs from
extracted terms, visited resources and user goals.
We identify user agendas (i.e., goals users aimed to achieve) defined as a set of
weighted terms related to individual sessions. We extract terms from queries and from
visited results using term extraction approaches, and modify weights of extracted terms by
the factor of user interest in the result, computed based on time spent on a result or after
explicit bookmarking. We employ cosine similarity, with vectors consisting of weighted
terms, multiplied by the factor of time elapsed between the last two actions to measure the
distance between the actual agenda and a new query in order to distinguish different user
agendas.
Search history tree also provides guidance for complex search sessions via full-text
search and exploits implicitly or explicitly discovered item relevance (e.g., via user
bookmarks or click-stream analysis).
Lastly, we combine individual history trees into a single history map by merging
common history tree nodes (e.g., result visits, queries). The history map covers a user's
entire browsing history, with support for keyword search and personalized presentation
(e.g., hiding less visited subgraphs).

7.3.1

Search history tree

Continuing our original user scenario, we describe Search history tree by showing how
Alice, a new resident of London, can find a restaurant serving Chinese crispy duck and
preferably also fried ice cream for dessert (see Figure 43). Alice starts with the query
“Chinese food” and immediately visits two websites about Chinese cuisine creating two
web document nodes with thumbnails. As this was not what she was looking for, she adds
“London” to her query creating a new query node, which results in sites referring to
restaurants. She now adds “crispy duck” and later simplifies the query as her husband does
not like “crispy duck”. Next, she searches for fried ice cream by substituting “fried ice
cream” for “duck” creating a new query node connected to the common ancestor. As the
results are irrelevant, Alice examines the SHT, finds the query that returned the best
results – “Chinese food London” – and clicks that node in the search history tree to bring
up those results again for closer examination.
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Figure 43. A search session as shown with Search history tree (normally shown vertically). Query
nodes (shown in the middle layer) display information about query modification and form the core
of the session. Web document nodes with thumbnails are attached to queries from which they were
accessed.

Search history tree continuously records user activity in a browser (e.g., queries, back
button use, result visits) and constructs a tree-based representation of query modifications.
Queries are defined as either full text query changes or faceted restriction changes, when a
semantically rich corpus is explored (as shown in Figure 36, p. 86). During sessions (i.e., at
creation time) the purpose is to provide orientation support within recent queries and
results, and streamline revisitation of results or queries. We also store history trees for
future reference and processing.
We define sessions based on goals that users want to achieve rather than instances
of web search applications. A goal is defined as a set of weighted terms related to
individual sessions. Crucial is the correct recognition of different goals i. e. the correct
grouping of individual web search log entries. This is a non-trivial task as users seldom
work on single task in a single browser instance consequently requiring the analysis of the
semantics of the performed user actions.
Prior to session identification, we determine:

− What search logs to cluster – queries bundled with subsequent search results. We
recognize two types of web search logs – query entries and the corresponding
visited results. However, from a user agenda point of view, a single query with
subsequent result visits serves the same goal so we consider it to be a single
element for clustering, represented by the aggregated vector and time span. We
preserve the inner structure of the element for later stages, but that is transparent
to session identification process.

− How to compute their term and URI vectors. Search history tree parses queries into
words and using WordNet.net uses lemmatization to create weighted term vectors
(excluding stopwords). Using external term extraction services (TagTheNet,
OpenCalais), it retrieves term vectors of the visited results. Existing metadata and
other related resources are added to vectors as URIs. The combined vector of the
group is afterwards computed as the sum of the query vector and normalized sum
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of all visit vectors. The normalization is required to suppress ``overrun'' by
general terms in the aggregated vector produced by term extraction services.

− How to compare similarity of query-result groups. When users create a new queryresult group (by entering a new query), the group's aggregated vector is compared
with recently identified sessions. Each session is characterized by an aggregated
term vector of its members (i.e., the normalized sum of the group's aggregated
vectors). When resolving similarity, two criteria are commonly considered: term
vector cosine similarity and time distance (Zhang & Nasraoui, 2006), (Huang &
Efthimiadis, 2009). We adopted this approach and combine criteria using the
fuzzy function. The output of the fuzzy function is the final decision
whether to continue in an existing session or start a new session: certain
continuation, weak continuation, uncertain, weak split, certain split. If there are
multiple candidates for a session continuation (more than one session is similar to
the actual query), the query is attached to the one with the best score.

7.3.2

Semantic history map

Individual Search history trees are synthesized into a Semantic history map – graph of
terms and web resources.
Let us consider Alice's Semantic history map comprising two sessions, one dealing
with Chinese food, another performed to find cheap local lunch facilities (see Figure 44).
Both sessions deal with similar topics and are bound closely together by merging identical
results (restaurant portals) and by word proximity (food – lunch). Alice can navigate the
map in order to revisit or reconstruct information distributed among several documents or
sessions in the past.
In order to provide full-text search capability, we create two term indexes. The item
index reflects characteristics of individual history entries, the goal index lists whole session
trees and their overall term properties. Therefore, the results of history search are twofold:

− Past goal summary representing a whole session from the user goal index, ideal as a
starting point for revisitation of distributed information.

− Past query or web search result corresponding to an individual history entry from
the item index. Tooltips show the original context of the item, i.e. the
neighbouring elements in its original Search history tree. The context serves as a
cue for users, in addition to the document's text snippet or related terms, to recall
whether it was the desired target document or not.
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Figure 44. Example of a Semantic history map. Bubbles denote original session trees (right).
Folksonomy terms (left) are linked to query terms (centre) and web resources (right) based on data
derived from browsing history.

The Semantic history map is constructed via merging stored Search history trees into a
single graph via matching identical terms and resources from different history trees. Since
this alone may produce too few connections, we also connect terms by exploiting the
existing folksonomy of Delicious20. We address dense (sub)graphs or too many irrelevant
connections via term filters, item relevance ratings and successive filtering.
The creation of Semantic history maps follows these steps:
1) Copy each Search history tree into the Semantic history map and transform query
nodes from history trees into term nodes of the Semantic history map.
2) Merge multiple identical web search results or queries into single nodes.
3) Preserve original multi-term queries as term nodes. For each particular term create
a new term and attach it to the original query as a predecessor.
4) If any of the Semantic history maps’ terms is also present in the external
folksonomy, add all its folksonomy neighbours to the Semantic history map (this
will load directly related parts of the folksonomy into the map).
5) Connect multi-term queries with their subqueries. If the term set of query A is a
subset of the term set of query B then A is a subquery of B.

20

Delicious, http://del.icio.us
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7.4

Discussion and evaluation

Due to the nature of our multi-paradigm exploration approach and the current state of
exploratory search evaluation methodologies, it is not practically feasible to perform an
analytical evaluation of the whole approach. Furthermore, several of its global aspects can
only be reasonable evaluated via proof of concept validation or qualitatively as has been
done in the past with other approaches (i.e., it works and makes sense, or the users liked
this more than something else). We thus focus on evaluation of individual approaches
based on layered evaluation principles:

− A user study with our graph exploration approach, the goal being to gather user
feedback on the generated GUI and its usefulness for Semantic Web exploration.

− A user study of our history-based orientation and revisitation support approaches.
Data
We employ the same domain ontology of images as in the previous chapter, with about
8,000 manually and semi-automatically annotated images. To restate, the ontology
consists of 35 classes, 50 properties (including relations and attributes), more than 32,000
individuals and in excess of 150 000 facts. For individual photos, the ontology describes
EXIF metadata as supplied by the camera, information about formats in which the photos
are available (e.g., resolution, aspect ratios), and optional additional annotations such as
the author, the object and background of the photo, the place, overall theme and
expression, lighting conditions, weather and the event to which the photo belongs.

Methodology
In the user study with our graph exploration interface, we made our browser available to a
target group of 10 end-users aged between 20 and 25 years with an IT background. As
none of the users had previous knowledge of Semantic Web principles nor had used
similar graph-based tools before, each user was given a brief introduction about the
functionality of the browser. Next, the users were asked to complete a set of 5 tasks using
the browser which also counted the time and number of clicks made (e.g., finding a
specific image, discovering image properties or getting a better understanding of the
domain). Lastly, each user was asked to fill out a questionnaire with the results of the tasks
and his experience with the browser.
We evaluate Search history tree and Semantic history map over generic web
documents and also in conjunction with our personalized faceted semantic browser Factic,
which facilitates exploratory search over a collection of semantically annotated
photographs or scientific publications respectively.
In our controlled experiment we evaluated the quantitative benefit of our history
approach with a given set of exploratory and query answering tasks given a time limit
against a set of baseline approaches. As a controlled experiment's time span was not long
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enough to cover the evaluation of long-term evolution and use of a user's personal
Semantic history map, its primary goal was to evaluate orientation support during complex
search sessions. We implicitly measure task success rate and the time spent on individual
tasks, and gather explicit user feedback via post-experiment questionnaires.
In our uncontrolled user study, volunteers with experience with existing baseline
history tools (standard browsers with mature history extensions) will be offered to use our
approach (application) as their primary search tool. The focus of this longer-term study is
to gather real-world usage data and also (qualitative) feedback from users via
questionnaires with the primary goal being Semantic history map validation. The key idea
is to confront the overall number of revisitations with the number of those where Semantic
history map was used. Within this scope, we distinguish cases when users use Semantic
history map directly or tried to search with the regular search function first.
Our secondary goal is to measure user affinity for new alternative widgets (graphs)
instead of classic approaches (graph navigation vs. back button usage), or gather user
feedback on the proposed approach/application in general.

Results and lessons learned
The user study with the graph exploration interface showed that 9 out of 10 users
managed to find the specified image, although the time required varied widely – 141
seconds and 8 clicks were required on average, although the fastest user needed less than
50 seconds while the slowest one required almost 5 minutes. Overall, the users managed to
answer 75% of the questions correctly leaving 25% false answers (this also includes
answers that were close to the correct ones, but not exactly right).
Based on these results, we conclude that graph-based exploration is viable for
Semantic Web browsing as most users were able to accomplish the given tasks despite
having no prior experience with a similar interface. Still, improvements to layouting and
node selection are necessary to improve understandability and task times, which was also
confirmed by user feedback which indicates that non-expanded graphs are easy to
understand (rating 4.5 on a 5 level Likert scale), while expanded graphs are less readable
(rating 3.4).
Further feedback indicates that although response times were generally acceptable,
some operations took too long to complete (e.g., loading the new graph after expanding a
node took sometimes too long).
Initial experiments with our prototype Search history tree integrated with the
faceted browser indicate promising results in terms of improved user orientation in the
already explored part of the information space. We plan to work on its evaluation next.

8 Conclusions
8.1

Multi‐paradigm exploration summary

Today, effective access to information has already become crucial to many aspects of daily
life; in the corporate environment it is often paramount to operation efficiency and market
success, in a personal environment it is often a matter of convenience and user satisfaction.
We described our novel approach to multi-paradigm faceted exploration of
Semantic Web content with specific focus on personalization, user interface generation
including facet generation, result overview generation and graph view generation.
Our exploratory search approach offers a combined interface for both searching and
browsing, and is suited for effective navigation in large open information spaces
represented by OWL ontologies. It can also be used for semantic information retrieval
where the search query is visually created via navigation – the selection of restrictions in
the set of available facets. Consequently, our approach provides these benefits to end users:

−
−
−
−

Multiple adaptive views
Information overload prevention
Orientation and guidance support
Social navigation and recommendation

Multiple adaptive views
Users can choose from several visualization options by selecting one of the many available
views, which display increasingly more detailed information about individual search results
(ontology instances) or visualize them in different ways (e.g., text, graphs, images). The
attributes of the displayed instances are adaptively chosen based on their estimated
relevance derived from the user model.
Moreover, the faceted browser shows instances of different types so that users can
seamlessly switch from browsing/searching for e.g. publications to conferences, then to
authors and back to publications.

Information overload prevention
Based on facet and restriction relevance we reduce the total number of accessible facet
categories in order to allow users to find relevant facets and restrictions more efficiently
without having to constantly scroll several screens down, e.g. due to many facets. The
selection of appropriate facet types and displayed restrictions is performed automatically
based on their relevance in the user model and based on the current in-session user
behaviour so that it matches both long-term user interests and short-term user goals.
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This reduces the overall information overload during exploratory search sessions
and thus the cognitive load on users which stems from a more complex user interface
compared to traditional web search engines. Similarly, view adaptation tailors the
presented information to the estimated needs of users by selecting the most relevant
attributes of results for visualization further improving user experience by reducing
information.

Orientation and guidance support
User orientation is improved via facet and restriction annotation, which include the
number of instances that satisfy a restriction and a textual description of their meaning.
Individual restrictions can be further annotated with background colour (e.g., indicating
their relation to users' field of work), while individual search results are annotated based
on their relation to a given set of instances (e.g., already read or the author's own
publications) by means of an external concept comparison tool.
Facets are reordered based on their estimated user relevance thus recommending the
most relevant facets, while the most relevant restrictions are recommended to provide
navigation shortcuts. Moreover, we recommend the most relevant search results by
ordering them using external ordering tools.

Social navigation and recommendation
We take advantage of other users’ preferences in the evaluation of concept relevance.
Global relevance describes the overall “popularity” of concepts while cross relevance also
considers the relations between users. Thus we can recommend a publication if it is
relevant for many researchers in the field of Adaptive Hypermedia and the user is also
interested in Adaptive Hypermedia or a generic publication that seems to be relevant for
many users.

8.2

Contribution

Our results in the job offers and digital image domains have shown the viability of the
proposed approaches (personalization, faceted interface generation, graph exploration) for
their intended purposes in terms of their practicality (i.e., it can be done) and improved
user experience (i.e., improved task times, better understanding of the information space,
efficient resource revisitation).
Although the described method was primarily intended for Semantic Web
repositories and possibly Linked data exploration, most of the described principles could
be extended to Deep Web relational databases or existing content management systems,
provided that metadata describing the structure of the information space were available.
We have also discovered some limitations of current technology, which lie mainly
with the immaturity of some existing semantic technologies (e.g., databases) and the
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overall scope of the work, where proper cloud based solutions would be necessary to insure
web scale scalability and satisfactory performance. The main problems included database
scalability issues due to query complexity and latency of processing over remote
repositories due to network delays.
Our main contributions lie in the development of novel methods for navigation and
presentation, and in the combination of approaches from the Semantic Web, Social Web
and Adaptive Web initiatives. We devised a comprehensive faceted exploration approach for
the Semantic Web and claim specific contribution to:

− Multi-paradigm exploration – integrating view-based, content-based and
keyword-based search with advanced adaptive visualizations and incremental
graph exploration of both content and browsing history.

− Personalized recommendation – devising a dynamic method of facet and
restriction adaptation based on semantic logging of user action and continuous
evaluation of the devised ontological user and relevance models.

− Exploratory interface generation – devising a method for facet identification in
ontological metadata, its transformation into interface widgets and their mapping
onto the ontological querying backend (e.g., semantic search engines).
We thus improve upon the state of the art information exploration possibilities by providing
end-users with effective means for browsing, presentation and understanding by incorporating
semantics, adaptation, personalization and collaboration for seamless access to web
resources, ultimately enabling end-user grade exploration of the Adaptive Social Semantic Web
and achieving our original goals:

− Empowering end-users with access to semantic information spaces by providing an
end-user grade exploratory browser for the Semantic Web with interfaces for
effective query formulation, result overview browsing and individual result
exploration.

− Facilitating the adoption of the Semantic Web by enabling Adaptive Social Semantic
Web exploration for end-users via our exploratory search browser.
An important part of the presented results has been achieved in the course of several
research projects conducted at FIIT SUT and published at international venues endorsed
by ACM, IEEE CS and IFIP (see Appendix A for the full list of outcomes).

8.3

Discussion

Our work has several important implications. First, it has the potential to significantly
improve overall user experience in many exploratory search tasks, which already employ any
of the combined approaches (e.g., faceted navigation, query by example). This is
supported by the fact that many contemporary applications already employ exploratory aspects,
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but lack the advanced layer of personalized support provided by our approach, as has been
shown in the review of the current state of the art in chapter 3.
Second, the capability to take advantage of, process and present semantic
information spaces in an end-user friendly way allows even inexperienced users to create
sophisticated semantic queries without proficiency in any semantic query language (e.g.,
SPARQL) and prior knowledge of the information domain. Semantic queries have in turn
much potential to improve information retrieval and consequently offer more incentive for
content providers to author content with semantic metadata.
Third, due to the increased efficiency of information access and sharing, our approach
has the potential to improve enterprise information access thus reducing costs and improving
response times towards customers (e.g. the search in and exploration of enterprise knowledge
bases of technical support data or customer data).
At present, our approach also has some limitations that prevent its straightforward
application in practice. It requires a semantic description of the information space (e.g., in
RDF/OWL), which is not always readily available. In an enterprise environment, the
conversion of existing data might be semi-automatic as much of the existing data is often
already stored in (semi)structured form (i.e., it has attached semantics, just in non-standard
form). Although this conversion may be driven by business needs it would still present an
entry cost that would have to be made. We explore the possibilities of legacy web content
integration and processing as future work in chapter 9.
The computational complexity of faceted exploration and the corresponding
adaptation and personalization present a scalability issue specifically with respect to
semantic repositories. In practical web scale applications this would necessitate in cloudbased systems which we did not explore in our work. We partly addressed the issue of
scalability by offloading server-side personalization computations onto the client-side browser,
which tracks user behaviour, evaluates it and only forwards the necessary summary data to
the server back-end thus reducing load and increasing end-user privacy.

9 Looking Ahead
We see several possible directions of future work with respect to the extension of our
approach, some of which we have already partially explored. We worked on and devised
two possible extensions of our approach that we did not fully explore:

− Legacy web content integration, i.e., for specific pages (e.g., personal browsing
history) or for whole web sites (e.g., generating a faceted browsing interface for a
typical corporate web site). This could be accomplished by taking advantage of
contextual/navigational links between pages and entity extraction approaches
ultimately providing a seamless search and browsing experience for both legacy web
and semantic web content.

− Interactive content exploration, e.g. for digital images the selection of further
exploration by hovering the mouse over annotated regions of images with
dynamic selection of the next images based on these annotations. This would
require fine-grained annotation of images and thus ideally a semi-automatic user
friendly annotation approach.

9.1

Next generation exploratory (Web) browser

While the main focus of our work lies in advanced exploration of Semantic Web content,
we also outlined means of integrating our approach with legacy Web browsing in what we
call a next generation exploratory (Web) browser. Although we presented our work primarily
in the Web context it can be also applied to any other application working with a large
information space described by ontological metadata (e.g., enterprise knowledge bases).
In the Web context, our browser acts as an integrated tool for search when it acts
like client-side a semantic search engine front-end, and for navigation when it supports
navigation across a collection of “pure” information artefacts accessed via a semantic
endpoint. In the Semantic Web these correspond to individual resources (or sets of
resources) while in the legacy Web, they would correspond to HTML pages stripped of
non-essential parts such as hard-coded site navigation menus, banners, language selectors
or external links. Since these non-content parts of web pages often correspond to
(navigational) metadata created by site authors to aid users in navigation they can be
effectively used to create semantic annotations describing the corresponding information
artefacts. For example a hierarchical site navigation menu is considered to be a facet, while
the links in non-content parts are used as annotations for the content present on the pages
they link to.
Our proposal is to make our exploratory browsing approach the principal means of
web browsing by turning it into a fully-featured web browser ultimately replacing existing
web browsers. Thus our next generation exploratory web browser would employ facets as
first-class navigation tools also on regular web content, which would not be view just as
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“plain web pages” but as HTML representation of information resources. Consequently,
the generated views of ontological resources and the HTML visualization of legacy web
content would be equally handled and presented alongside without end-users having to
worry about which Web they are browsing.
To this end, we devised a lightweight semantics extraction approach for legacy Web
content that crawls and pre-processes web sites on the page-level (i.e., we do not try to
extract and link individual objects within a page). In order to turn legacy Web content
into semantically enriched content, we gather:

− content-related metadata, which are derived from actual page content using term
extraction algorithms,

− usage-related metadata, based on how users browse the specific site.
To acquire content metadata, we crawl web sites, identify page content stripped of banners,
navigational menus and other “irrelevant” items. Next we index the pages, and apply
several metadata extraction approaches:

− Metadata extraction from page content using an external term extraction library,
which also queries public bookmarking systems to identify existing tags.

− Hierarchical classification extraction from local navigation menus interlinking web
pages within a site.

− Annotation extraction from incoming contextual links in page content.
We acquire usage data from an external proxy server, which improves web search via
social-context driven query expansion based on user action tracking and evaluation
(Kramár, Barla, & Bieliková, 2010).
Consequently, each page would be indexed for full-text search, and would have
additional metadata describing its size, document type, recency, links to other pages,
associated topics (also classified using external resources, e.g., Delicious folksonomy),
association to the local site hierarchy extracted from menus, annotations from incoming
contextual links, and usage data (e.g., how many users visited the site, (anonymous) social
relations to other users), which could be used for exploration via our faceted semantic
browser.

9.2

Interactive content exploration

In order to support exploratory experience also during image viewing, we devised an
approach to interactive navigation in image collections (i.e., selection of next images to
show) where the user selects the direction of viewing by simply hovering the mouse cursor
over specific (semantically annotated) areas of the image. The next images to be shown will
then be selected based on the users choice, e.g. if the user hovers the cursor over cats in an
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image, the next images would be that of cats in the current collection, or if he clicks that of
cats from the entire information space.
In large image collections it becomes vital to devise means for effective selection of
images to present to users. This might either be performed manually (e.g., by the creator
of the collection who selects the best images) but soon becomes impractical with growing
collection sizes. Furthermore, even if someone could preselect the images to present, this
still does not solve the issues of proper image ordering and special needs or interests of
particular users (i.e., results in the ‘one size fits all’ problem).
We believe this approach to be specifically useful when viewing (large) image
slideshows where users are mostly passive but sometimes become interested in a particular
aspect of an image. By allowing them to implicitly select the direction of the slideshow we
would address the problem of image ordering and selection while also catering to the needs
of specific users instead of an average solution which does not really suit anyone.
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Appendix B

Evaluation Environment

A major part of our research was performed as part of several research projects conducted
at the Institute of Informatics and Software Engineering, Slovak University of Technology.
In order to evaluate our approach, we devised, developed and used two distinct prototypes
of our faceted browser Factic and the associated back-end services within the scope of these
projects.
Our first prototype was developed as part of projects NAZOU21 and MAPEKUS22,
where it was a key integration part of the devised evaluation environment and thus also
used services provided by other parts of the entire evaluation framework. The second
Factic prototype was developed separately to evaluate methods devised as part of later
projects, e.g., PeWePro23. The second prototype also had a major integrating role in
conjunction with other exploratory approaches (mostly in collaboration with bachelor and
master students), while also taking advantage of the experience gained from the first
prototype by addressing some of its shortcomings.
This appendix provides a brief overview of the used evaluation environments and
developed prototypes, partly adapted from individual project documentations.

B.1

First Factic prototype (NAZOU, MAPEKUS)

The evaluation environment in projects NAZOU and MAPEKUS was built around
a personalized presentation layer architecture, which as the primary means of user
interaction, integrated presentation tools with user modelling and personalization tools,
and also provided an interface to information organization tools in the application layer.
As such the evaluation environment consisted of a web portal, implemented in the opensource Apace Cocoon web framework24, which integrated other presented tools as plug-ins
in a generic way via XML/XSLT transformations of data and code invocation via Java
reflection.
I participated mainly in the overall design of the architectural solution and the
realization of the faceted browser Factic and the back-end logging service SemanticLog.

B.1.1

Personalized Presentation Layer Architecture

Many contemporary information systems employ a standard three-layer architecture
consisting of a data layer, an application layer and a presentation layer. In this context, the
21

Project NAZOU: http://nazou.fiit.stuba.sk
Project MAPEKUS: http://mapekus.fiit.stuba.sk
23
Project PeWePro: http://pewepro.fiit.stuba.sk
24
Apache Cocooon Project: http://cocoon.apache.org/
22
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data layer stores and retrieves data from a database, the application layer performs the core
business logic of the system while the presentation layer takes care of the presentation and
user interaction. Our personalized presentation layer extends the traditional presentation
layer of the typical three-layer architecture with additional personalized features aimed at
Semantic Web applications.
Consequently, we think of the presentation layer as a personalized presentation
layer that performs three primary tasks:

− It provides a user interface that offers simple access to all of the system’s
functionality while effectively hiding all of its inner complexity from the user.

− It dynamically adapts the user interface to the needs, usage patterns and goals of
individual users in order to increase their comfort, productivity and satisfaction by
exploiting information stored in a user model.

− It creates a comprehensive log of user activity, evaluate it and extract and store
meaningful user characteristics, which will then be used in the adaptation process.
As such, the aforementioned tasks are performed by the presentation part, the
personalization part and the user modelling sub-layer of the system respectively. Since
these tasks depend on each other, our design employs an integrated set of cooperating
software components (tools) to realize the necessary functionality. Furthermore, the
personalized presentation layer interacts with the system via software agents (tools) in the
application layer that either provide or evaluate data (see Figure 1).
Presentation tools and the portal work with the domain and user models and
consist of a presentation and a personalization layer respectively. Individual presentation
tools are depicted in the centre and forward output to the web portal, which in turn
provides an interface to the client web browser (right). The user modelling layer is shown
at the bottom and includes both client and server side logging and user characteristic
evaluation. All of the already described functionality can be examined at the following two
levels of abstraction.
The primary purpose of the portal level is to act as means of integration for the
system’s functionality by providing a common environment for individual tools. The
portal provides a common global navigation interface, authentication, authorization and
user management services to individual tools (e.g., information about the current user
session). It defines the overall high-level functionality and layout of items such as global
menus, fields, links and that of individual tools, as well as the overall navigation structure
of the whole site. With respect to personalization, the layout of individual tools can be
adapted by changing the order of the displayed portlets, by adaptively adding or hiding
items in global menus or by adding or hiding portlets. Furthermore, the portal provides a
“skinnable” interface, which allows users to choose their preferred presentation style.
The purpose of individual tools is to realize or provide access to the functionality of
the system. Presentation tools are responsible for the presentation of information and user
interaction with each tool being responsible for the handling of its part of the user –
system interaction. Thus the tool level defines the internal low-level functionality and
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layout of items (e.g., controls, menus, text areas, images) for individual presentation tools
and the functionality of processing tools which are not directly used for presentation (e.g.,
for user modelling or business logic). Individual tools provide tool-specific adaptation of
visualization and functionality based on the common user model inferred from implicit
user feedback throughout the system via both client-side and server-side logging agents.

Figure 1. Architecture of the personalized presentation layer in NAZOU and MAPEKUS.

B.1.2

Practical Architecture Implementation

We used a single tool for portal level functionality – JOP – Job Offer Portal which is the
primary user interface and processes all user inputs while returning the corresponding
outputs. Both JOP and the underlying tools employ the Sesame 1.2 ontological repository
to store data, but also use the MySQL relational database to store simple table-based
relational data during pre-processing.
The main purpose of JOP is to integrate different functionality and provide a formbased user interface tailored for ontology editing with support for dynamic form
generation for a given ontology. JOP also allows users to register, log in and customize the
global layout of the user interface. Since JOP is based on Apache Cocoon which supports
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flexible inclusion of existing functionality into the portal solution, the individual
functionality and results of all other tools are easily integrated into the user interface
provided by JOP. Each tool (or set of tools) is represented by a coplet (cocoon portlet)
whose position within the overall layout of the portal can be adjusted by the user, who can
also minimize, maximize or hide it completely.
On the tool level we developed two cooperating presentation tools, with each tool
being responsible for the adaptation of its content according to data from user model. We
also developed several simpler tools for the editing of the user profile and for forms filling,
both of which are integrated into our portal solution. Factic – Faceted Semantic Browser is
the main presentation tool that allows users to navigate the information space by choosing
restrictions on the displayed content. It is fully integrated into JOP, which supplies it with
information about the current user for adaptation purposes. As input it takes user actions
and returns the logical description of the content that should be displayed. Its output can
be further processed by a set of XSL transformations to directly create valid XHTML
output or alternatively it can be sent to Prescott for further processing.
Prescott is a presentation tool able to visualize domain dependent content (e.g., job
offers) in a flexible and configurable manner using the Fresnel presentation ontology. It
defines various views on domain content using “lenses”, which can be defined dynamically
based on user preferences. As input, Prescott takes the logical description of the content
(e.g., the URIs of job offer instances) and returns an XHMTL fragment with the
visualization of the content. Additionally, Prescott can take advantage of user
characteristics stored in a user model to choose the most appropriate lens to apply on the
ontology individuals that should be displayed. Prescott is invoked mainly by Factic every
time the user changes the selected restrictions or decides to view details of a job offer.
To fulfil the requirements on the data collection stage, we developed the client side
monitoring tool Click. This JavaScript based tool captures and logs browser events and
sends them to the server. Server side logging is enhanced by the SemanticLog tool, which
combines information from presentation tools and logs acquired by Click to create
a comprehensive log of user actions with added semantics which are suitable for further
processing. The consecutive data processing is performed by the LogAnalyzer tool, which
estimates user characteristics and stores them in the user model. Since the used method
implies the mainly domain-dependent nature of the revealed characteristics, LogAnalyzer
needs better “understanding” of the displayed domain content and uses the services
provided by the ConCom tool, which compares ontological concepts by using various
comparison strategies.
We developed the above mentioned presentation and user modelling tools and
integrated them into the Job offer portal thus successfully using the proposed personalized
layer architecture design. To verify the integration aspects of the proposed architecture we
integrated additional tools that, for example, acquire and present job offer clusters from
the application layer or display personalized instance ratings. Factic employs the
CriteriaSearch and JDBSearch tools for result ordering, advanced search in the data
collection and similar offer search, for which also ConCom is used. Factic was also
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integrated with the TopK tool, which provides personalized search results relevance
evaluation and ordering based on user preferences acquired either via Factic and
SemanticLog itself or via the UPreA-TopK-IGAP user modelling chain. Additional tools use
Factic to show their results, such as Ontocase, Ontea and ClusterNavigator. The integration
and interaction of individual tools during request processing is shown in Figure 2, the
invocation of application-layer tools from Factic is hidden.
Client requests are first received by JOP which forwards them to appropriate
presentation tools or processes them directly in which case it next sends a response to the
client. The Factic presentation tool prepares the response by querying the domain and user
models and invoking Prescott to generate XHTML fragments as necessary. It then logs the
respective event and resulting display state via the SemanticLog web service. Lastly it
combines individual XHTML fragments into the final response and sends it to JOP,
which in turn forwards it to the client.
Furthermore, JOP and Click independently log events that resulted from user
actions via SemanticLog, which notifies LogAnalyzer about new events for processing.
LogAnalyzer in turn processes these events asynchronously taking advantage of ConCom
and updates the user model with newly identified user characteristics.

Figure 2. Request processing of our personalized presentation evaluation framework.

The user characteristics are used by several software tools from the application layer which
contribute to further refinement of user interests. The Top-k aggregator tool retrieves the
most relevant job offers with respect to user preferences (e.g., salary, education
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requirements, place) based on ordered lists of user preferences. The Aspect tool searches
for similar documents (job offers) based on a probabilistic model for soft clustering. Using
the described approach for the comparison of domain and user ontology instances the
devised clusters are presented to the user based on her characteristics.

B.1.3

Factic implementation and operation

We designed and implemented the adaptive faceted semantic browser as a software tool
called Factic and integrated it into the personalized presentation layer of a web-based
information portal (see Figure 1).
The Factic presentation tool is depicted on the top left and can be divided into the
presentation and adaptation parts. As input, Factic takes user input/feedback from the
Portal module, to which it also sends the results of its processing in the form of (X)HTML
fragments. The portal serves for the integration of individual presentation tools (e.g.,
Factic) and acts as a proxy towards the client web browser depicted on the right.
Presentation tools as well as the Portal tool perform user action logging with
semantics be means of the user modelling layer depicted at the bottom, which performs
both client-side and server-side logging and user characteristic analysis.
Factic is implemented in Java as an Apache Cocoon coplet (i.e., Cocoon portlet)
and uses Sesame to store ontological data, MySQL to store relational data and as a backend for Sesame. For the SemanticLog logging service we use Apache Axis as a web service
container and Apache Tomcat as a servlet container.
Since Cocoon is based on XML and the pipes and filters architectural pattern where
every request is processed by a given pipeline, Factic itself was implemented as a Cocoon
pipeline generator thus taking full advantage of its XML processing capabilities. Figure 3
depicts the design and request processing of Factic, which employs a two-step transform
view, where the initial logical XML output description is transformed by a set of XSL
transformations into the final XHTML document (top) and sent to the client web browser
(right). Individual user requests are handled as described by Sequence 1 and Figure 5. The
resulting rendered user interface is shown in Figure 4.
Sequence 1: HandleRequest
Input: URL request
Output: XHTML response
1. Session: Preprocess request, update session state
2. Core: Process request, create and execute query
3. DataProviders: Retrieve domain and user data
4. Core: Process results, evaluate adaptation and annotation
5. Session: Log event via the SemanticLog logging service
6. Generator: Generate logical output description in XML
7. Cocoon: Transform XML output to formatted XHTML response
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Figure 3. Design of the Factic presentation tool. Both Factic and Cocoon operate on the server side of
the system. Factic generates the initial data for the processing pipeline while Cocoon performs the
successive XML transformations.

Figure 4. Example of our first Factic prototype showing facet personalization (left), list view search
results (centre) with query-by-example via rating and similarity search (right).
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Figure 5. Typical request processing performed by Factic.
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Second faceted browser prototype

We used our first prototype primarily to evaluate our personalization approach in the
domain of job offers and scientific publications, where we achieved encouraging results.
Still, we encountered several issues during the implementation and tuning of our
prototype as well as severe bottlenecks with scalability and practicality:

− The use of the Apache Cocoon framework proved to be a mistake, as the
development and debugging of applications in this open-source Java framework
was atrocious. The framework itself contained several critical bugs, was missing
vital functionality (e.g., user management). There was only limited if any support
with limited or to-be-done documentation.

− The performance of the Apache Cocoon framework with the XML/XSLT
pipeline architecture was rather slow. Java itself was lacking in memory
management efficiency and did not offer a 64bit development / runtime
environment thus lacking sufficient memory for caching.

− The integration of individual interface widgets in Apache Cocoon was difficult
and communication was not efficient. Support for asynchronous operation was
limited thus user interaction always resulted in slow full page requests.
Additionally client-server roundtrip latency made some operations unnecessarily
long although they could have been completed quickly on the client side.

− The logging of user actions together with the display state of the GUI via web
services was very slow because a lot of data had to be serialized/deserialized via
SOAP. We originally solved this by using a hybrid logging approach where some
of the data are logged via web services (e.g., client-side logging) and some data are
logged directly by means of an API (e.g., display state of the GUI). Still, the
logging of the entire view state was not practical.

− The cost of ontological queries was high and consequently, the processing of
ontological queries was slow. We were unable to resolve this problem with the
first prototype although we somewhat improved overall performance by caching
data. Furthermore, the ontological repository Sesame 1.2 was rather immature
(i.e., slow, unoptimized and contained bugs that prevented correct evaluation of
queries).

− SeRQL, the recommended query language for Sesame, and thus Sesame lacked
several important features such as COUNT() or ORDER BY. These must thus be
emulated by our application which further reduces performance. There was also
no SPARQL support at the time.
In order to build on our experience with the first Factic prototype and address the
aforementioned issues, some of them quite serious, we developed a second prototype as a
client-side Silverlight C#/.NET application running inside a web browser in the digital
image domain. This simplified deployment and enabled us it to process and store
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information on the client device. The second Factic prototype is primarily centred around
end-user specific functionality such as visualization, personalization, user modelling and
profile management. We also process end-user specific data (e.g., activity logs and the
derived user models) on the client thus reducing unwanted privacy exposure (with
optional sharing with the server-side).
Consequently, Factic works as an intelligent front-end to (multiple) search and/or
information providers thus effectively delegating querying, indexing and crawling services
to third-party providers (e.g., in the future Google, Sindice, DBPedia). Our modular
architecture allows us to easily incorporate new views and also gives us the flexibility to add
new data sources provided that they contain enough semantic metadata to generate user
interface widgets (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6. The client renders the user interface and provides personalization support (top). The server
includes web (WCF) services for faceted search (Factic), ontological repository access (Steltecia), and
event logging (SemanticLog) for global statistics tracking (right). All services store their data in a
common ontological repository in Sesame.

The Silverlight client browser handles all user interaction and acts as a front-end to serverside web (WCF) services, which serve as search providers, content providers or as support
services. These include the Factic faceted search engine, the Steltecia service for ontological
repository access, and the optional SemanticLog event logging service for global statistics
tracking along with additional support services for individual plug-ins, e.g. for creating
thumbnails of web resources or providing full text search.
While the Silverlight client runs in a typical web browser (e.g., IE or Firefox), the
server-side services are all deployed in the IIS 7 web server as WCF services. As a database
back-end we employ Sesame 2.0, which improved over Sesame 1.2 in various ways, e.g. by
improving performance and SPARQL support. While the Sesame repository is still
deployed in the Apache Tomcat application server, we also employ the MS SQL database
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to store temporary data (e.g., for pre-processing) and Apache Lucene to provide indexing
and full-text search capability.
The request processing of our second Factic prototype is fully asynchronous, where
user actions invoke asynchronous requests to server-side services. The client application is
still responsive to user input while only relevant information is transferred and the
respective user interface widgets are updated, which significantly improved perceived
response times from an end-user perspective.
We use our second Factic prototype mainly to evaluate our facet generation and
multi-paradigm exploration approaches. We thus integrated the faceted browser with
additional widgets for view rendering, orientation support and exploration (see Fig. 7):

− Photo view, which provides an end-user grade visualization experience for photos
by supporting common features from popular web-based photo galleries (e.g.,
Flickr or Picassa), such as image slide shows, zooming, rotation.

− Graph view, which provides a graph-based visualization of the information space
and allows users to explore the resources and their relations by zooming, panning
or expanding the nodes in the graph view.

− Search history tree, which provides orientation support during search and browsing
sessions by showing what queries have been performed the user in the past, what
results were visited and by providing quick links to return to any of these previous
browsing states.

− Annotation view, which enables (authorized) users to edit existing or create new
content in the respective information space. This includes the annotation of
individual images but also the editing or creation of other resources such as
authors, events associated with images.

Figure 7. Example of the user interface of our second Factic prototype in Silverlight. Facets shown in
the centre, search history tree on the left, result matrix on the right.

Appendix C

Ontological Models and Datasets

This appendix provides an overview of the used data models and data sets adapted from
individual projects documentations in project NAZOU (job offers), MAPEKUS (scientific
publications) and digital images.

C.1

Project NAZOU: Job Offers Domain Model

The domain ontology defines an explicit conceptualization of a job offer and its related
concepts (prefix jo:) represented in OWL format. It also references or extends other
domain independent ontologies:

− The region ontology (prefix r:) describes regions, countries, languages and
currencies, which are used in the respective regions;

− The classification ontology (prefix c:) describes hierarchical classifications of
industrial sectors, professions, education, qualifications and various orderings;

− The offer ontology (prefix ofr:) describes a generic offer, which is represented by
the class ofr:Offer. Each offer has a source (ofr:OfferSource), a validity interval
(ofr:ValidityInterval) and an identification of the tool/method of its acquisition
and insertion into the ontology (ofr:OfferCreator). Fig. 1 shows the relations
between these classes.
The domain ontology itself consists of about 700 classes of which 670 belong to
hierarchical classifications with a maximum depth of 6 levels. The ontology contains a test
base of about 1,000 job offer instances acquired by different means prior to system
evaluation (e.g., manual input or web wrappers). Due to the overall number of classes and
schema instances, we only describe here a set of the main selected classes.

Class JobOffer
The primary class of the domain ontology is the JobOffer class, whose instances represent
a single job offer (Fig. 2). The JobOffer class has these data properties:

−
−
−
−
−

jo:hoursPerWeek – the number of work hours per week as xsd:float;
ofr:name – the title of the offers as xsd:string;
jo:startDate – date when the contract should start as xsd:date;
jo:startDateASAP – xsd:boolean indicating immediate start of work;
jo:subordinateCount – the number of subordinate employees as xsd:int.

Object properties associated the JobOffer class with these additional domain concepts:

− jo:ApplyInformation – information about application submission;
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−
−
−
−

jo:Benefit – benefits offered for the position (car, flat, insurance, etc.);
jo:ContractType – the contract type (permanent, temporary, contract);
jo:JobTerm – the job term required (full-time, half-time, etc.
c:ManagmentLevel – describes the level of management required for the position
with respect to the overall corporate management structure;

− jo:Organization – description of the organization offering the position;
− jo:Prerequisite – prerequisites that a successful candidate must meet;
− c:ProfessionClassification – classification of the position based on the United
Nations profession classification;

−
−
−
−

r:Region – location where the position is offered;
jo:Responsibility – describes the responsibilities the candidate will have;
jo:Salary – describes the offered salary;
jo:TravelingInvolved – indicates whether the position requires travelling.

Figure 1: Relations between the Offer, OfferSource a JobOffer classes.

Class Prerequisite
The Prerequisite class models requirements that applicants of a job offer must meet.
Requirements are divided into:

− required – applicants must satisfy these requirements to be accepted;
− preferred – applicants satisfying these requirements will be preferred.
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Figure 2: Object properties of the JobOffer class.

Employer requirements associate a JobOffer instance with classes in the Classification
ontology and can be of three types:

− Requirements on the education of the candidate – QualificationClassification;
− Requirements on the experience of the candidate – ExperienceClassification;
− Requirements associated with the candidate – PersonalAttributeClassification.

Fig. 3 Qualification classification describing educational requirements.
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Class QualificationClassification
The qualification classification in Fig. 3 is comprised of the classification of Education,
License and Training requirements. Education describes the type and level of education of
the candidate, License describes the authorization or licenses the candidate has, Training
describes the courses or training the candidate has.

Class ExperienceClassification
The ExperienceClassification class models the requirements on prior candidate work
experience. Each experience has a specific level (hasLevel) and may be expressed by a value
with an associated measure (e.g., the number of kilometres driven per year). Experience
can also be described with respect to a specific knowledge domain (e.g., study programme),
to a skill, a sector (e.g., academic or private), to an industry sector or a profession (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Relations of the experience classification with respect to other classifications.

Class PersonalAttributeClassification
The classification of personal attributes models the requirements which are related to
personal prerequisites or properties of individual job candidates such as analytical thinking,
communication skills, perfect eyesight.

C.2

Project MAPEKUS: Scientific Publications Domain
Model

The entities and relations in the publications domain are conceptualized via the
publication ontology, represented in the OWL language. The ontology itself was created
based on an in-depth analysis of the scientific publications domain and populated with
instances using several digital libraries serving as data sources (ACM DL, DBLP and
SpringerLink). We collected information about publications, authors, organizations,
keywords, references and citations (Table 1). The quality of data varied between the
sources and also overall due to duplicate, erroneous or incomplete data, which had to be
filtered and merged in the pre-processing stage.
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Table 1. Overview of the scope of the data acquired from individual sources.

Resource \ Data source
ACM
DBLP
Springer
Instance
1,805,369 1,680,875 102,410
Object properties
10,815,691 10,684,530 153,360
Data properties
2,197,522 3,656,164 201,910
Authors
708,475
612,581 57,504
Organizations
6,793
6,232
Publications
899,402 1,062,210 35,442
Keywords
106,176
The domain ontology of publications takes advantage of domain independent ontologies:

− The region ontology (prefix r:) describes regions, countries, languages and
currencies, which are used in the respective regions;

− The party ontology (prefix p:) describes stakeholders in relations, such people or
organizations.
The main classes of the publication ontology are (Fig. 5):

− Publication – corresponds to a generic publication, its subclasses are individual
publication type, e.g. books, articles or proceedings;

−
−
−
−

Person – describes authors and editors of publications;
Event – describes conferences and other meetings related to publications;
Organization – includes universities, research labs and publishers;
IndexTerm – represents the topic of a publication, based on the hierarchical
taxonomy of terms provided in the ACM digital library.

Figure 5: Relations between the main classes of the publication ontology.
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Class Publication
The Publication class is the main class of the ontology and has these subclasses that
correspond to specific kinds of publications (Fig. 6):

− Article – a class corresponding to a journal article;
− Book – a class corresponding to a book with these subclasses:
− Anthology – a collection of works by various authors,
− Biography – a biographical work,
− Monography – a scholarly work on a single topic;
− Journal – corresponds to a periodic publication for scholarly readership;
− Paper – corresponds to scholarly work with these subclasses:
− ConferencePaper – a conference paper,
− TechnicalPaper – a technical paper describing, e.g. a developed system;
− Proceedings – a set of scientific articles published, e.g. at a conference or other
gathering, usually as a book;

− Poster – corresponds to a poster;
− TechnicalReport – a formal report detailing the contribution in applied science and
development, describing the details and achieved results in a problem area.

− Thesis – a work describing the results of research performed by a student with
these subclasses:

− MasterThesis – work realized as part of the second level university study,
− PhDThesis – work realized as part of the third level university study.

Figure 6: Hiearchical taxonomy of publication types.

Figure 7 depicts data and object properties of the Publication class. Data properties are:
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− pages – type xsd:string – the number of pages on which the publication is if it is
part of another publication (e.g., conference proceedings);

− date – type xsd:string – publication date;
− abstract – type xsd:string – abstract describing the publication’s content;
− firstPage – type xsd:int – the number of the first page if it the publication is part of
another publication;

−
−
−
−
−

year – type xsd:int – the year of publication;
source – type xsd:string – the original source of the publication (e.g. its DOI);
web – type xsd:string – a link pointing to the resource on the web;
title – type xsd:string – the title of the publication.
lastPage – type xsd:int – the number of the last page if it the publication is part of
another publication.

Figure 7: Properties of the Publication class.

Object properties are:

− keyword – class Keyword – describes a keyword;
− describesProject – class Project – describes a research/development project;
− isRelatedTo – class Event – an event which is related to a publication (e.g., a
conference);
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− author – class Person – the author of a publication;
− topic – class IndexTerm – an indexed term describing the publication;
− contains – class Publication – links to publications that are parts of the parent
publication (e.g., articles in a journal);

− isPartOf – class Publication – links to parent publication (inverse to contains);
− references – class Publication – links to referenced publications;
− referencedBy – class Publication – links to citing publications (inverse
to references);

− similarPublication – class Publication – links to similar publications.
Class Event
The Event class represents events that occur in some community, e.g. conferences,
workshops, meetings (Fig. 8). The Event class has these properties:

− startDate, xsd:date denoting the date when the event starts;
− endDate, xsd:date denoting the date when the event ends;
− web, xsd:string linking the original web resources about the event.

Figure 8: The Event class and its subclasses.

Class IndexTerm
The IndexTerm class and its subclasses correspond to the taxonomy of research areas in
computer and information science taken from the ACM digital library. Fig 9. shows the
hierarchical tree structure of the subclasses with the leaves corresponding not to classes but
to individual instances.

Class Author
The Author class is derived from the Person class (from the Party ontology) and represents
people who have authored at least one publication. It has these derived properties:

− givenName, an xsd:string representing the given name of a person;
− familyName, an xsd:string representing the family name of a person.
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Class Editor
The Editor class represents editors of at least on publication. Similarly as the Author class,
it is derived from the imported class Person and thus has the same properties.

Figure 9: Hiearchy of IndexTerms, for reasons of clarity, only one branch is shown at each level.

Class Publisher
The Publisher class represents the publishers of at least one publication. It is derived from
the Organization class imported from the Party ontology.

C.3

Projects NAZOU, MAPEKUS: User Model

The ontological user model is derived from the ontological domain model by overlaying it
with user specific preferences. The user model itself has two layers, the basic domain
independed layer, which can be shared between applicationd domains, and the domain
specific layer which must be customized for each domain. Our user model ontology
separates the domain independent and domain specific characteristics into three
subontologies as used in projects NAZOU and MAPEKUS:

− generic-user ontology – defines general user characteristics;
− job-offer-user ontology – defines characteristics associated with the domain of job
offers represented by the job offer domain ontology;

− publication-user ontology – defines characteristics associated with the domain of
publications represented by the publications domain ontology.

C.3.1

Domain independent model

User class
User, the primary class of the user model has these data and object properties (Fig.10):
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− hasMaxAge, hasMinAge – data property of type xsd:int represents upper and lower
boundary of interval which contains user’s age;

− hasChild – data property of type xsd:boolean has the value true or false depending
on whether a user has at least one child or not;

− livesInRegionOfSize– data property of type xsd:int represents number of citizen in
user’s region of residence;

− hasCharacteristic – object property represents domain independent characteristics,
its range are instances of type UserCharacteristic;

− includes – object property with a range instances of type DomainSpecificUser
represents domain-specific parts of user model.

Figure 10: Domain-independent user model.

UserCharacteristic class
Class UserCharacteristic has these properties:

− hasTimeStamp – data property of type xsd:string represents a time stamp of this
characteristic;
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− hasCountOfUpdates – data property of type xsd:int represents number of
actualization (updates) of this characteristic;

− hasSource – object property with a range instances of typeUMSource represents
characteristic’s source;

− contributesTo – object property with a range instances of type Goal represents a
goal, which relates to this characteristic;

− hasRelevance – object property represents relevance of this characteristic in order
to achieve Goal linked by contributesTo property; its range instances are of type
c:LevelOrdering;

− hasConfidence – object property represents confidence of this characteristic
(deqreee of quality of user characteristic estimation); its range instances are of type
c:LevelOrdering.
Class UserCharacteristic has these subclasses:

− AttributePreference – represents local preferences. One subclass of this class is used
for an individual characteristic. It can be FuzzyCharacteristic, CrispCharacteristic
or FuzzyfiedCharacteristic.

− GenericUserCharacteristic – represents characteristic in general, which can be used
to express relationship to any entity of user and domain model.

− RuleCharacteristic – represents global preferences in the form of rules, e.g.:
resultValue = 0.5 IF (goodSalary >= 0.7 AND goodP osition >= 0.4).

UMSource class
Class UMSource does not have any data or object properties. It is assumed, that such
instances exist in domain-specific parts of a model that represent ways how the user model
gets populated with data (automatically by software tools and manually from human
intervention).

Goal class
Class Goal does not have any data or object properties. It is assumed that such instances
exist in domain-specific parts of a model that represents user goals in the particular
domain.

AttributePreference class
Class AttributePreference has the following properties:

− hasWeight – data property of type xsd:float. It is uded to compute weighted
average if no rules are available;
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− relatesToAttribute – object property represents an attribute which is bound to the
characteristic. Its range instances are of type GenericAttribute.

GenericUserCharacteristic class
Class GenericUserCharacteristic has these properties:

− relatesTo – object property with a range instances of any class from user and
domain model.

RuleCharacteristic class
Class RuleCharacteristic (Fig. 11) has these properties:

− hasResultValue – data property of type xsd:float represents the resulting value of
the rule;

− hasClause – object property with a range instances of type Clause represents
individual clauses of the rule.

Figure 11: Part of a model representing a Rule Characteristic
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Clause class
Class Clause represents a clause part of the rule – a condition applied on a particular
attribute. It has the following properties:

− hasAttribute – object property represents an attribute on to which the property is
related. It has range instances of type GenericAttribute;

− hasDataTypeValue/hasObjectTypeValue – data/object property, which represents a
value of respective attribute;

− hasRelation – object property with a range instances of type c:Relation represents a
type of relation (<, >, =).

GenericAttribute class
Class GenericAttribute represents properties of any object. It is required to create a subclass
along with instances in a domain specific part of the model. The class has the following
properties:

− hasAttributeSequence – object property with a rdf:List as a type of range instances,
which represents a list of properties from a base class of domain specific model
(i.e., a Publication in MAPEKUS project).

CrispCharacteristic class
Classs CrispCharacteristic holds evidence of tolerable values of properties, if these can not
be ordered naturally (e.g., places or company names). It has these properties:

− hasCrispValue – data property of type xsd:string represents a list of values, which
are of user’s interest.

FuzzyCharacteristic class
Class FuzzyCharacteristic represents a fuzzy characteristic for properties , whose values can
be naturally ordered (e.g., a salary, received degree). It has these properties (Fig. 12):

− hasFuzzySet – object property with a range instances of type FuzzySet represents
fuzzy set, which assigns a number R,R
number is, better the value is for the user.

< 0, 1 > to each value. Higher the

FuzzySet class
The FuzzySet class is defined by its member function. This function assign a number from
< 0, 1 > to each item. If an item is assigned 0, it does not belong to the set. If an item is
assigned 1, it belongs to the set. Values from open interval (0,1) are interpreted as a partial
membership in the set. The shape of the set is acquired by linking all its points. Class
FuzzySet has these properties:
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− hasPoint – object property with a range instances of type FuzzySetPoint represents
individual points of a fuzzy set;

− hasType – object property with a range instances of type FuzzySetType represents
one of four set types.

FuzzySetPoint class
Class FuzzySetPoint has these properties:

−
−
−
−

hasY – data property of type xsd:float represents rating from 0 to 1;
hasX – data property of type xsd:float represents numerical value of an object;
hasXString – data property of type xsd:string represents a label of value.
FuzzySet point has coordinates x, y and a label. If we want to plot a fuzzy set, we
plot hasXString values on x-axis. If the items of a set are number, than the labels
are their textual representations (x=1, xstring=“1”). If the items of a set are values
such as Bc., Mgr. Phd., the value hasX would contain symbolic numerical values
(xstring = “Bc.”, x = 1; xstring = “Mgr.”, x = 2).

Figure 12: Representation of fuzzy characteristics.

FuzzySetType class
Class FuzzySetType represents types of fuzzy sets, which expresses the shape of member
function. The class has these instances:
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ASCENDING – the member function is ascending;
DESCENDING – the member function is descending;
HILL – the member function has a triangle- or trapezoid-like shape;
VALLEY – inverse of HILL, it reaches its maximum at the edges of function’s
domain.

FuzzyfiedCharacteristic class
Despite of the fact, that values of a particular properties cannot be naturally ordered
(places, company names, etc.), we can assign a 0-to-1 preference to some values. It is not a
fuzzy set, as we do not have an x-axis, so we do not know the order. However, we can still
use it when selecting the best objects. Class FuzzyfiedCharacteristic has these properties:

− hasFuzzyfiedValue – object property represents values of properties along with
their numerical rating. Its range instances are of type Fuzzyfied-Value

FuzzyfiedValue class
Class FuzzyfiedValue has the following properties:

− hasString – data property of type xsd:string represents values of properties, which
cannot be ordered naturally;

− hasEval – data property of type xsd:float taking the value from 0 to 1, which
express to what extent the user prefers this value.

C.3.2

Domain‐specific model

In general, there could be several domain-specific models that would connected with
a single domain-independent model. In the NAZOU and MAPEKUS projects, we devised
two domain specific models for each respective domain.
The primary class of the domain specific model in project NAZOU is
JobOfferSpecificUser, while in project MAPEKUS it is PublicationSpecificUser. Both are
subclasses of the DomainSpecificUser class from the domain independent user model thus
facilitating the interconnection of the respective models.

JobOfferSpecificUser class
Class JobOfferSpecificUser has these properties (Fig. 13):

− hasCharacteristic – object property with a range instances from a union of classes
RuleCharacteristic and AttributePreference.

− hasVisitedOffer – object property represents records about visited offers. Its range
instances are of type VisitedOffer.
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VisitedOffer class
Class VisitedOffer defines a record about interaction of user with domain content. It has
these properties:

− hasDateOfVisit – data property of type xsd:string represents a date, when the
interaction occurred.

− hasJobOffer – object property with a range instances of type jo:JobOffer represents
a domain content (a job offer);

− hasRating – data property of type xsd:int represents user’s rating of the offer.
JobOfferAttribute class
Class JobOfferAttribute is a subclass of a GenericAttribute class and replaces it in the
domain of job offers.

PublicationSpecificUser class
Class PublicationSpecificUser has these properties (Fig. 14):

− hasCharacteristic – object property with a range instances from a union of classes
RuleCharacteristic and AttributePreference.

− hasVisitedPublication – object property represents records about visited
publications. Its range instances are of type VisitedPublication.

VisitedPublication class
Class VisitedPublication defines a record about interaction of user with domain content. It
has the following properties:

− hasDateOfVisit – data property of type xsd:string represents a date, when the
interaction occurred.

− hasPublication – object property with a range instances of type p:Publication
represents a domain content (a publication);

− hasRating – data property of type xsd:int represents user’s rating of the publication.
PublicationAttribute class
Class PublicationAttribute is a subclass of a GenericAttribute class and replaces it in the
domain of publications.

Ontological Models and Datasets

Figure 13: Domain specific user model in the job offers domain.

Figure 14: Domain specific user model in the publications domain.
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Project NAZOU, MAPEKUS: User Log Model

In order to store events that happen in the browser at run time, we eploy an event
ontology stored in a relational database. Figure 15 shows the SQL data model used to store
the ontology for further processing by user modelling tools.
Individual events are stored in the events table which corresponds to the Event class
in the ontology. Subsequently, each event has an associated type (table typesOfEvents), user
(table users) and session (table sessions) in which the event took place. Each event is also
associated with two view states corresponding to the presented view before and after the
event occurred (table displayStates).
The view states are used to determine user characteristics based on implicit user
feedback. Each view state describes the presented widgets (table displayedItems), their types
(table typesOfDisplayedItems), attributes (table displayedItemAttributes) and types of
attributes (table typesOfDisplayedItemAttributes). We also record the attributes of individual
events (table eventAttributes) and their types (table typesOfEventAttributes).
User IDs correspond to user logins, URIs are used for identification of concepts
and instances from the domain ontology with a maximum length of 100 characters.

Figure 15.The data model used to store the event ontology used to represent user actions.
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Digital Image Domain Model

The domain ontology of digital images was created by analyzing existing photo galleries
creating a corresponding conceptualization of the information space. To represent EXIF
metadata, which are automatically added to images in cameras, we build on the popular
Kanzaki EXIF ontology25, import additional domain independent ontologies and extend it
with additional concepts to represent image specific metadata.
The domain ontology of images imports these domain independent ontologies:

− The region ontology (prefix r:) describes regions, countries, languages and
currencies, which are used in the respective regions;

− The party ontology (prefix p:) describes stakeholders in relations, such people or
organizations.
We populated the ontology with metadata about 8,000 photographs provided by various
authors from our university in the form of image files in three steps:

− The files were manually organized into several sets of directories corresponding to
some metadata, e.g. years, events or places in directory names.

− The whole 30 GB data set was then automatically imported into our ontology
and the corresponding thumbnails were created.

− Selected images in the data set were manually annotated by users supplying
information such as what is on the photo, what the weather was or what type of
photo it was (e.g., cloudy weather, landscape, city scene).
The entire ontology consists of 35 classes, 50 properties (including relations and
attributes), more than 32,000 individuals and in excess of 150,000 facts. For individual
photos, the ontology describes EXIF metadata as supplied by the camera, information
about formats in which the photos are available (e.g., resolution, aspect ratios), and
optional additional annotations such as the author, the object and background of the
photo, the place, overall theme and expression, lighting conditions, weather and the event
to which the photo belongs (see Fig. 16).

25

Kanzaki EXIF ontology, http://www.kanzaki.com/ns/exif
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Figure 16. Visualization of a part of the digital image domain via our graph view. The main Image
class (bottom right) has several properties associated with it such as author, shows or theme (bottom
left).

